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Julia Weiner

Poet and Palette

IMPOSE A SOLUTION
after they have exhausted all other

Jerusalemwhom1regardasapretty
IHAVE
accurateCLOSE
litmus testFRIENDS
of Israeli public
IN
opinion. That sounds insulting - hdr and
Mrs Average or, even worse, hfr and
Mrs Ordinary - and they are the last
people I would want to insult. Let me
explain. Ephraim is a hard working
dentist from a large North African
family. Ann is from Highgate and made
cr/z.};c7fe more than thirty years ago. They

have four children, two boys and two
girls, aged from 29 to 21 who have all
been through the army. They live in
Jerusalem but they are neither c7c7fz. nor
fez./o72z., neither orthodox nor secular.
Their politics tend to be centrist.

I spoke to Ann a few days ago and I
have never beard her more depressed
about the situation. She no longer
enjoys living in Israel. She worries
endlessly about what the future holds
for her four children who are absolutely
committed Zionists. All she wants is
for them to live their lives in peace and
security. That seems to her to be further
away than ever before.
``We've got no leadership", she says.
"There's no one you can trust. There's
no one with any vision. I can't see any
hope".

I've known Ann for thirty-five years
and I've never heard that before.
Many of the p?ople I talked to when
the war in the north came to a halt were
pretty cynical. But there were those
and they included myself, who saw a
glimmer of hope. Perhaps the
population of South Lebanon would
now distance themselves from
Hezbollah. After all, Hezbollah had not
exactly brought them safety and
prosperity. Perhaps the Lebanese
goverrment would take full control of
their own country. Perhaps the United
Nations Force would prevent
Hezbollah rearming. Perhaps those
horrified by the war would pressurise
Ebud Olmert into talking to his
enemies. Perhaps we would get a
significant withdrawal from the West
Bank and one that is not unilateral.
After all, we had come closer to the
abyss than ever and the rule of thumb
is that people will do the sensible thing
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possibilities.

But there has not been a shred of
good news and, as so often with me,
optimism triumphed over realism and
good sense. Things would appear to
be temporarily quiet in South Lebanon
but we have not seen a single sign of
the Lebanese government asserting its
independent authority or of Iran and
Syria changing their policies of
seeking power in the Arab world
through using terrorist organisations
to destroy Israel.
Israel has continued both its policy
of refusing to talk to its enemies and its
relentless pursuit of those resorting to
violence in Gaza. The situation in Gaza
has continued to deteriorate with
deprivation and hatred increasing.
Israel has continued to fall into the
traps carefully and cynically laid by
Hamas.
Nor has anything happened with
regard to the West Bank.
The Israeli government is paralysed.
Its only `activity' appears to be a
continuing battle with the army over
where blame for the various
catastrophic failures lies. Prime
Minister Olmert is unable to win
backing for his policy of unilateral
withdrawal and there is no sign of any
other policy. Shimon Peres visited
London recently and spoke of twin
initiatives - the development of new
weapons and techniques for fighting
asymmetric warfare and the reversal of
the policy of separation to create a zone
of prosperity stretching from Israel's
Mediterranean coast right across to
Jordon's eastern border. But for whom
did he speak?
We went on to witness one of the
most extraordinary publishing events
in the bistory of British Jewry - a
Jewish Chronicle front page devoted
entirely to Israeli political leaders
caught up in sleaze.
Thoroughly depressed by Ann's
depression I wondered whether it could
possibly get any worse.
It could.

Prime Minister Olmert brought into
his government Avigdor Lieberman as

Deputy Prime Minister. Mr Lieberman
and his party Yisrael Beiteinu advocate
the forcible relocation of Israeli Arabs
and the re-drawing of Israel's borders
to make Israel a Palestinian-free zone.
They call in aid the model of cyprus in
which people were expelled from
homes that were rightfully theirs. They
acknowledge the illegality and
violence but declare that the means
justify the ends.
When a fresh round of publicity
drew attention to the already widely
pqblicised views of Lieberman and
Yisrael Beiteinu, Prime Minister
Olmert dissociated himself. But he had
just signed a coalition agreement and
appointed Lieberman Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister for Strategic
Affairs. Why? Because without him,
he could well lose his Knesset majority
and the ensuing general election.
Which reveals a preparedness to use
any means possible to cling to power
including going to bed with people who
ought to have absolutely no place
whatsoever in the government of any
democratic State, let alone the State of
Israel. Even though the Olmert
goverrment has no vision, no policies,
no sense of a way forward and cannot
provide the country with the leadership
it desperately needs.
No vision, no leadership, no hope.
No wonder Ann and Ephraim and their
four children feel depressed.
Is there any hint of light? I can't see
one. Unless the Western powers,
despite their record of colonial
incompetence and disastrous Middle
East strategies, together with the
United Nations which brought the State
of Israel into being, actually recognise
their responsibilities and facilitate - if
necessary, impose - a solution. I never
thought I would see that as a way
forward and never dreamed that would
be the only ray of light. But never
before have I doubted the ability of the
leadership of the State of Israel to
display the vision and courage
necessary to secure a just and peaceful
settlement for all the people of Israel I

AJve
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part of the UN Resolution which has
not been carded out is that part which
demanded of Lebanon that it replace
the Hezbollah terrorist positions with
regular anny positions. I am aware that
you are all good caring people who
cannot countenance the thought of war
and must all be struggling with the
clear statements by the Israeli
goverrment that it sees the incursion
into our sovereign territory, the killing
of eight soldiers and the kidnapping of

to write to all of you this time is my
awareness of the gap in our realities
and particularly that Elad, my son, is a
soldier serving right where the soldiers
were killed and kidnapped on the
Lebanese border. He has been
wonderful, phoning before the news
broke to say he was okay and phoning
every five or six hours just to say hello.
I can tell you all that it is much easier
to be a soldier in a fighting unit, as I
was for many years, than the father of a
soldier in a fighting unit.
Please be aware that as the BBC
reports on the attacks by Israeli jets on
targets in Gaza, at the same time, the
Israeli army is moving tons of flour,
cooking oil, petrol and other basic
commodities across the border for the
ordinary civilians. Please be aware that
up to 5,000 Palestinians stranded on
the Egyptian side of the border have
been offered the option of crossing into
Gaza via a crossing that we control to
avoid the smuggling of further amounts
of weapons into Gaza; it is the Hamas
government which has refused to allow
this to happen. So, when the media
carries reports of the two young people
who died in Northern Sinai of heat
exhaustion yesterday stranded on the
Egyptian side, know that it is because
Hamas is insisting that they cross into
Gaza only from a crossing point they
control and where Israel does not play

an additional two soldiers as cczc4Scjs

a role.

be//I. -just cause for war. I want you all
to know that in Israel, from left to right
across the political spectrum, there is
agreement that we will not tolerate our
people being killed, kidnapped and
held to ransom.
I trust tha.t none of you will fall into
the trap which has been cynically laid
by both Hamas and the Hezbollah to
lure good people into, across the
western world. When the military
leadership of Hamas met two nights
ago in Gaza they met in an apartment
building filled with families, men,
women and children. Tbey met to plan
the death of Israelis no less. My death,
the death of my family and the death of
my friends, the death of many people
you know in Israel. Among them was
Mohammed Def, a master terrorist who
has masterminded a string of terrorist
attacks over the past years. When you
read about the death of innocent
women and children in this attack and
in others which unfortunately will be
part of the outcome of their behaviour,
please remember who the cynics are
among Hamas and Hezbollah and that
they are counting on your horror and
outrage in their battle against us.
I will admit that what has moved me

Clearly the pain and suffering on
both sides knows no religious or ethnic
boundaries. I am not suggesting that
only we know pain. What I am saying,
I hope in the clearest manner possible,
is that there comes a moment when we
have to take care of ourselves and my
hope is that you will all stand with us at
this time.
Shalom, Julian.

Julian Resnick and
Jeffrey Newman
Email 1: STAND VI7ITH US

Written by Julian Resnick
Thursday, 13 July 2006
all from my home in Israel after a

IAM
very
WRITING
difficult twenty-four
THIS TO hours.
YOU
Yesterday moming, Israel was attacked
from within Lebanon across the
intemationally recognized border to
which Israel had withdrawn six years
ago in accordance with UN Resolution
1559.

Israel does not occupy one
millimetre of Lebanese soil. The only
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Email 2: MY SON, MY ONLY SON
Written by JUHan Resnick
Friday, 14 July 2006

S¥±:cC::¥W::::OR:S::aer]¥:E:Stsefs:h:i
emails from members of many of our
communities. I appreciate your doing
this as it has given access on the private,
personal scale to many people and as
we have leamed in much of the work
we have done over the past years, this
is liow people really connect.
I found it really therapeutic to have
an avenue to express some of the
feelings which welled up inside

yesterday, and continue today, so,
please indulge me, in another email of
this nature.

At half past midnight last night I
received a very short phone call from
Elad who said: `Daddy, I am phoning
to tell you that I am okay and that I will
not be able to speck to you over the
coming days as we are leaving shortly
on a mission.'

So what do you say to your son,
your only son - I have two daughters,
but I hope you will appreciate the
resonances as they resonate for me when he says `Goodbye, I am off on a
mission'? You reply as any parent
would: `Please be careful and look after
yourself.'
Twenty-eight years ago I was in the
same unit Elad is in now and you need
to know something which I found out
over the past months and particularly
over the past forty-eight hours: It is
much easier being a soldier in a front
line unit than the father of a soldier in a
front line unit.
I want to tell you a little about my
soldier. Elad went into the army a year
later than most of his class as he

decided to flrst do a year of community
service, over and above the three and a
half years of military service, and give
a year to the community working with
children, many of them from
disadvantaged backgrounds.
Just over a month ago, at the end of
an intense period of training, Elad
received an award as the outstanding
soldier in his company. I was not only
extremely proud of his achievement as
this is not only given for his military
skills, but also for his leadership
qualities and his willingness to give of
himself, I was also, forjust a moment,
back in another story which had so
moved me just a year ago.
A year ago Jeremy Leigh and I led a
Jewish Journey to Lithuania and
Latvia. As on all our journeys it was a
journey which told a very moving
Jewish story in the most personal way.
For me the central moment of the trip
was standing in front of the memorial
plaque in the little nondescript sfefef/ of
Kupershok which my grandfather
Israel Resnick had left as a sixteen year
old boy to try and find a secure home
for himself and his family away from
the pogroms and poverty of his native
Lithuania. He ended up in South Africa
and over a period of about fifteen years
he worked doing menial labour and
managed to pay for all his ten siblings'
and parents' passage out of Lithuania.
In January 1941 all of those Jews who
had not left Kupershok over the years
were herded into a wooden synagogue
and bunt alive.
I did not mention this to Elad, but I
continued on next page
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suppose in some way he and the many
other wonderful young men (I almost
said boys) are doing something we as a
people have not done for some time.
He is sending a message to those who
would destroy us if they had the
opportunity - and make no mistake,
the bearded man from Beirut with the
glasses and the shy smile would kill
many, many Jews if he had the
opportunity - and, I might add, gays,
rappers, `uppity' women and others.
We will not allow this to happen. When
you cross the border and kill our
people, when you fire your rockets
supplied by Iran and maintained by
Iranian soldiers into Tzfat, Carmiel,
Haifa and Majd el Krum, you will not
find Jews of the type described by
Bialik in Z7ze Cz.fy o/S/czztgfefer, who

hide while the Cossacks rape their
wives, you will find young men who
on the one hand have just finished
Tea,ding Ma.rquez. s One Hundred Years
o/So/z.fctc7e, and on the other hand are
willing to be Jews who deal with the
problems of having power.
Shabbat shalom
Julian.

Response written by
Rabbi Jeffrey Newman
Tuesday, 18 July 2006
Dear Julian,
T HAS NOT BEEN EASY TO
write and send this note, particularly
since, after re-reading your emails,
I have decided to `reply all' -that is, to
send it to all those who received your

I

emails.

I've decided to do this to share my
uncertainty and doubts - all the feelings
I have as the terrible situation develops
and as Elad is away on whatever it is
that he is having to do. May he and all
those with bin return safely.
It is extremely important that you
write to us - as friend, teacher,
colleague, Israeli, father, .someone
actually in Israel at this time. My doubt
about whether to write this just to you
or to share it with everyone seems to
parallel the doubt we all feel about open
criticism of Israel or `keeping it in the
family' but, to the extent to which your
letter is not only `personal' but
`political' (the personal is, of course,

the political) perhaps it is important that
our correspondence and differing
perspectives are shared.
My response is as a Jew of the
Diaspora who does not suffer from
continual rocket attacks, from funerals
of ffiends, and whose children do not
undergo the continual dangers on buses,
in markets, in the army. I might well not
be able to write or think as I do in Israel.
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Yet the different perspective I have
is not entirely Diasporic - if such a
word - or attitude - exists. I read a
number of Israeli writers every day,
even now, at this time, whose criticism
of the Israeli govemment's response is
vehement and who suggest other
possible responses. Even now, as
always in Israel, there is not just one
voice.

Of these, I am closest to Gershon
Baskin who founded the lsraelPalestine Centre for Research and
Infomation some twenty years ago as
an initiative with equal representation
of Jews and Palestinians and, in fact, I
helped found a British branch of this
and chaired it with Ahmad Khalidi for
several years. For Gershon's analysis
see http://www.ipcri.org/ - look under
`What's new' for an entirely cogent

usually, in fact, acting to widen the
conflict and the number of nations
involved. I do not tmst governments
because they no longer, if they ever
did, coDtrol the situations as they
believe or pretend.
I am writing here as someone whose
deep involvement with and concern for
Israel goes back to 1967 -that is, forty
years of leaning, stage by stage, that
Israel's choices have been made from
the perspective of victim rather than
decisive actions showing strength,
magnanimity and an awareness of the
day-to-day
suffering
of
the
Palestinians.

piece `How to end the crisis without
killing anyone'. Note, also, that

everyone working for IPCRI has just
had to take a 50 per cent cut in their
salaries since funding in the last year
has been so difficult.
I increasingly work

•-^ct`

now

to

establish the Earth Charter www.earthcharterinaction - in the UK
as conflicts over resources - oil, water,
gas - can only get worse without a
greater awareness of the need to
readjust our patterns of living and work
towards sustainability, and these
issues, together with climate change,
are amongst the causes of what is
happening in the Middle East. These
issues will increasingly affect us all.
As you, Julian, know, there are
Israelis who see the present crisis in
this light - that is, not only as the
response to the capture of Israeli
soldiers but as part of a wider plan who, for example, suggest that change
of government in Lebanon and even
the bombing of Iran' s nuclear capacity
are the true objectives. In other words,
there is, as always, a wider context.
Nevertheless, the government of
Israel once again found itself having to
respond to the horrific capture of
soldiers and its response was governed
by history, by the expectations of the

people, and the need to prove itself as
`strong'.

The single ground for hope that I
find is that there may be an awareness
that this widespread bombing and
devastation with civilian deaths and
world condemnation is not the way and
that behind the scenes strenuous efforts
will be made to change the direction of
history. However, I cannot say I am
hopeful. Military interventions of this
sort only seem to provide a temporary
respite and strengthen the opposition,
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The `wall' illustrates this as well as
anything but time and again Israel's
choices have been poorly infomed,
short term and ultimately selfdefeating - the `unilateral' Gaza
withdrawal being one of them. I
remember the enormity of that
experience last year and your heartfelt
reaction to it. The Palestinians were
not consulted: their voices and
reactions were treated as entirely
secondary and unimportant as if they
were powerless and the result was the
voting in of Hamas.
So, it seems to me, governments
including Israel's governments, make
things worse.
However, sadly, this is not all. Left
to themselves, it is possible that Israelis
and Palestinians might be able to find a
way forward but we are now, more
than ever, caught in a world situation
where Iraq, Afghanistan, Britain,
America, Iran, Syria, the Europeans
and Russians are all deeply involved
and Muslims and Jews in Britain are
also. Each of us, day by day, find
ourselves having to make choices as to
how we are going to respond and what
we might do.
I began a sentence much earlier that
said `1, as a British Jew, do not have to
see, as you do in Israel, my children

growing
up
with
hate
and
destructiveness all around in a chaotic
world.' But then I realized that I do thouch there is a significant difference
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in degree. We have just passed the
anniversary of July 7th and Tony
Bayfield has just written a piece on the
bombings in Mumbai.
We are all living in the same world,
with similar dangers, though you are
on the front line. Some of the
information you give - on the border
crossing into Gaza, the food supplies
which Israel is providing, the meetings
of Hamas in civilian buildings - all
this is important that we know.
Nor do I disagree that the sad man
with the shy eyes and beard would kill
as many Jews as possible. No - I have
no doubt about that. No doubt, too, that
your grandfather' s leaving Kupershok
saved you where many others died: the
same was true for me and my family
who came to London, not South Africa.
But what are we saying here? Maybe
that the choices we make must be as
well infomed and wise as possible and
that we, as they, live in dangerous
times. But I think you are suggesting
something more than this - something
about `1ife and death' situations and
the choices that we make in those
moments and that this is one of them.
In fact, you emphasize this by saying
in both your emails that it is easier to
be a front line soldier than a parent.
Maybe this means it is easier to be
fully engaged where the choices are
the instantaneous but momentous ones
of life and death rather than being away
from the action and having to feel and
think.
I agree, but we all make our
contributions as best we can, for good
or ill and we au work - even those
Muslim clerics, they would say - for
`reconciliation and healing and for

peace' . At some point, we all die -and
what sort of world will we leave for
our children and our children's
children and what will be our thoughts
and feelings as we pass from life to
death? `Judge no person till you stand
in his or her place' says Pz.rfrez. *4i/oZ

and it also says that at the moment of
death we will be asked: `Did you deal
bonestly?' Uri Avnery also adds a
Ledm quote.. Inter arma silent Musae `when the weapons speak, the muses
fall silent'. Or, he suggests: `when the
guns roar, the brain ceases to function' .
I do not think any of us find life
simple. I have just watched Shimon

Peres on TV - a man who has worked
ceaselessly to attempt to find positive
ways forward. He was a most
convincing spokesman. But - I was
wrong when I supported the war in
Iraq; I do not believe that war is the
way to peace.
I am sorry - sorry to disagree when
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you appear to ask for political rather
than personal understanding. I do not
believe these bombings are well chosen
and will lead to peace.
Jeffrey

EmaiL 3: SHOWER
Written by Juhian Resnick
Wednesday, 19 July 2006
day in Israel and in Lebanon.

THIS Israel
IIAS television
BEEN Ahas
TERRIBLE
announced
in the past hour the death of two soldiers
operating in Southern Lebanon and the
death of three civilians in a rocket attack
on the Arab town of Nazareth, including
two children aged three and nine.
I moved from Israel television to the
BBC and thence to CNN and found the
following narrative re-emerging.
`Thousands of innocent victims flee

the bombing of Lebanon by the cowardly Israeli Air Force'. `Israel
responsible for the loss of innocent
lives and mass destruction in Lebanon' .
You need to know something, something which is uncomfortable but true.
They are Israeli jets over Lebanon and
they are the ones dropping the bombs.
They are also, by the way, the same
jets which are, prior to dropping bombs,
dropping leaflets begging civilians to
leave the areas which are used as
launching areas by the Hezbollah.

Damascus.
Our planes are flying over Beirut,
but only because Hezbollah has
decided to sacrifice the lives of
whoever is in the way as part of their
demented dream to destroy Israel and
the Jewish People.
I know just how unpopular the

phrase collateral damage is, but let me
just say that there bas to be a difference
between a society which bends over
backwards to apologize for the
damage, which drops leaflets to avoid
the damage, and a society which aims
its weapons at hospitals and residential
areas, hoping to kill as many civilian
non-combatants as possible.
My own little personal story here is
that my son, Elad, phoned last night
after five days and I admit to the
greatest sigh of relief. He could not
share much with me over the phone,
but was able to mention that he had
just showered for the first time in a
week. You can get rid of the grime and
the dirt with a long hot shower. I am
not sure what it takes to cleanse one's
mind and soul of what one has seen. It
should be me and not him. I have
enjoyed flfty-two years; he is a young
man of twenty.
This moming standing just outside
the walls of the Old City with the 107
young people from RSY-Netzer who
arrived at 6.30 this moming, Rabbi

Tony Bayfield - Head of the Reform
Movement - blessed the young people
with the following words which are so
appropriate at this time:
t]ibu] i»p nit ii]7 i7 ]ni m37b ty ii
May God give His people strength and
bless His people with peace.
We need both. Desperately.
Shalom, Julian.

homes in Southern Lebcmon

There is another truth worth
considering at this point: if Israel was
not in the midst of air strikes against
Hezbollah, the message would have
been received and understood and we
would not be viewing scenes of
damage to the Tzfat Hospital alone, we
would be viewing scenes of the
bombing of the Rambam hospital in
Haifa, Tel Hashomer hospital in Tel
Aviv, Rabin Children's hospital in
Ramat Gan, Meir Hospital in Kfar
Sabba. Here lies the difference. We
would not be seeing the Iranian, Syrian
and Hezbollah leadership apologizing
on television for the collateral damage,
they would be jumping for joy and
would be Landing out sweets in the
market places of Beirut, Teheran and

Email 4: PROPORTIONALITY
Written by Julian Resnick
Friday, 21 July 2006
I want to address just one issue
before Shabbat, as it is clearly going to
be the one the world will be focusing
on

over

the

coming

days:

proportionality.

A few of you in your responses to
me over the past days have mentioned
how this issue really worries you and
you feel the need as friends and
advocates of Israel to have this issue
addressed seriously by the Israeli
spokespeople. So, you should know
that if you Google Israel Foreign
Ministry you will find good answers to
this issue.

I am going to give you my answer,
as someone who is not an official
spokesperson, but someone who is very
continued on next page
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involved on all levels.

A few facts and feelings:
• Hezbollah has spent the past six
years preparing a vast military
infrastructure within the residential
areas of the cities and small villages
of Lebanon. Many willing and some
less willing Lebanese have made
their homes, schools and hospitals
available to Hezbollah to carry out
their aim of the destruction of Israel.
• There are hundreds of rocket
launchers, ammunition dumps and
artillery pieces which are to be found
within the homes of ordinary people.
Our forward intelligence posts report
the coming and going in South
Lebanon of Hezbollah terrorists
within the towns and help being
extended to them by the local
` population.

• We are aware of a terrible dilemma
which we face now on a daily basis.
If we do not destroy a large part of
their military capability and change
the reality in Lebanon, we face a
future, not of a stockpile of 10,000
missiles and rockets as we faced a
week ago, but of something far
worse. Those who are using the
proportionality card need to be aware
that when, God forbid, the first
nuclear warhead, created with
French, German and Russian
technology among others, rolls off
the assembly line in Iran, someone
will paint on it the word Tel Aviv and
a group of Mullahs will ask Allah to
bless it and make sure it finds its
target: as many Jews as possible. And
then, the horrified western world will
beg us to not exacerbate the
conflagration and remind us that the
people of Lebanon are not
responsible but rather a small
teITorist group and ask us to do what
we have been doing north ofAvivim
over the past forty-eight hours: ask
the residents of the small Shi'ite
town to leave so we can get rid of
Hezbollah fighters in their town and,
when they have left and Hezbollah
fighters have had the forty-eight
hours to prepare traps for our
soldiers, we will lose six young men
and we will have been behaving with
proportionality.
• The greater number of deaths in
Lebanon is partly because of our air
power and partly because Hezbollah
has missed its targets, our civilians.
Let me make this point: if they had

planes, their planes would be flying
missionaftermissionkillingasmany
of our civilians as possible.
• Israel has opened a humanitarian
corridor to enable basic supplies to
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get through to the Lebanese people
stuck in this crisis situation. We are
controlling this corridor for one very
simple reason: If we did not, the
pallets loaded with milk powder for
babies would contain warheads even
as the Lebanese babies cry out for
food. The Hezbollah care nothing for
the Lebanese people; they care only
about their truth. A truth with no
place for non-Muslims in our region
and beyond, and for that truth they
are willing to sacrifice people, theirs
and ours.
When I picked up my son this
afternoon at the train station in Bet
Shemesh I cannot tell you how relieved
I felt. I know just how painful it must
be for the thousands of people in my
situation across Israel, Gaza and
Lebanon who worry constantly about
their sons in the same way I do. One
word of advice to them: the only way
we will ever be free of this worry is if
we all agree to rid this area of the
fundamentalists, of the terrorists, of all
those whose truth means more to them
than human freedom, than life itself.
Shabbat shalom, Julian.

Ball bearings from Katyusha

Email 5: NOT GUILTY
Written by Julian Resnick
Sunday, 23 July 2006
an emotional weekend. The parents

IAM
ofWRITING
Orly, my wife,
TO YOU
celebrated
AFTER
their
GoldenWeddingonourKibbutzinstead
of in Rosh Pinna where the extended
family had booked rooms for all forty
of us for the weekend.
There were a few members of the
family missing from the celebrations.
Orly's sister, her husband and their
children, who all live in America, made
the decision not to join us because of
the fighting up north and Elad, after his
return on Friday afternoon, was called
back after lunch on Shabbat to rejoin
his unit up north. I took him to the Tel
Aviv area late Shabbat afternoon where
he spent some time hanging out with
friends before begirming his journey.
In spite of those who were missing, it
was a wonderful evening with great
stories from the early days of the State

and a reminder of what Israel is all
about.
We've just heard from one of the
many reporters reporting on the
intemational arena about the statement
made by Ahmanijad, the president of
Iran. He suggested that we begin
packing our bags as the future as
napped out by Iran, Syria and those
acting on their behalf does not include
a Jewish State. Nothing new you might
say and nothing compared with the
wonderful photo opportunities offered
to CNN, AI Jezeera and the BBC in
Beirut and other parts of Lebanon. We
have not invited their correspondents
into the homes of the families of the
soldiers or civilians killed over the past
week; they have not been at the
funerals. In short we have not milked
our death and distress in the way that
our enemies do so well.
Have I mentioned that over a million
Israelis, Jews and Arabs, are living in
constant fear of missiles landing in or
near their homes, in their work places
or as they drive along the street? Have
I mentioned that we have our own

refugee problem at the moment with
thousands of Israelis living in the
homes of people who have offered their
home as a temporary shelter? Have I
mentioned that surgeons have been
forced to cancel operations planned for
many months as they are now in the
front lines preparing for the worst?
What Ahmanijad needs to know is
that many of us hear with Jewish ears.
When someone tells us to pack our
bags and that someone is in control of
a serious army which includes an
arsenal of deadly weapons, it rings a
bell. Yes, whether you like it or not, it
rings a bell. We have packed bags
before and have been told we are not
wanted before.
A message to
Ahmanijad: please do not suggest to
the Jewish State that we need to pack
our bags. We might just hear this with
our Jewish ears and decide to take you
seriously.

I want to end this with an answer
given by the former head of the
Northern Command, General Yossi
Peled in an interview on Israeli
television this evening.
General Peled was asked how he felt

about the results of the bombing by the
Israeli Air Force in Lebanon and this is
what he answered. He said he felt
saddened and pained by the devastation
and death on the other side. But, he
added, he did not feel guilty. He then
added an answer to an unasked

question. Was it worth it having a
Jewish state if these were the prices to
be paid? His answer was an
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unequivocal yes.
I, too, am saddened and pained by
wbat I see in Lebanon, but remain
aware of why this is happening.
Shalom, Julian.

Kibbutz Tzora
Email6:PRIDEANDCONSEQUENCE

Written by Julian Resnick
Monday, 24 July 2006
with work at this time. I am sitting

IT at
IS the
SOcomputer
HARD at
TO
GET
home
on ON
the
kibbutz - I hope those who have not
yet visited Tzora will come some time
soon as it is really lovely here - and

trying to focus on my work from
England.
Organizing the fmal pieces for the
trip to Kiev and St Petersburg next
week by emailing Rabbi Michael
Farbman in St Petersburg and talking
about the vodka, beer and Russian

champagne for the fmal group dinner,
the visit to Peterhof and to his new
synagogue building. Getting an update
from Annie Simmons, my PA in
London, about new people showing an
interest in the trip to Greece.
Answering emails from members of
our communities who are putting their
names down now, during these
difficult days, for the Movement Israel
trip in May 2007. Speaking with Rabbi
Malcolm Cohen, showing his solidarity
by phoning from Kibbutz Yahel, about
the Elul Bet Midrash project for
September.
And thinking, as I do all of this, that
this is what our story is all about. Each
one of us must play our role, small or
big, continuing to care for each other
and continuing to make sure that as
many people as possible have access to
Jewish Culture and learning. The
Jewish State has to have a purpose, a
meaning beyond its physical existence
both to make the sacrifices worthwhile
and to make sense of our deep
emotional cormections to it. So, this is
my attempt to make sense of it:
`[Israel] fills us with the widest

range of emotions and, most
importantly, connects us with
au these other people involved
in a silnilar search.'
All people have a deep need to feel
that they belong, that they are
cormected in the most primal sense to
something or to some people with
whom they can build an identity. We
need to feel we bave a home where
each of us can be ourselves, totally
ourselves. We, the Jewish people,
expend enormous amounts of energy
looking for that feeling and for most of
our lives it actually escapes us. What
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Israel offers us, if we can get beyond
the neurosis we have developed of
needing to experience the pain of not
belonging, is that possibility. Whether
we decide to live in Israel or to live in
the Diaspora, Israel is the archetypal
home. It fills us with the widest range
of emotions and, most importantly,
connects us with all these other people
involved in a similar search.
This is what I have tried to teach my
children. Just consider for a moment
the complex feeling this involves. You
teach your child about Jewish
responsibility and swell with pride
when he decides to spend a year,

before he spends three years in the
army, working in a youth movement
with children, many of them socially
deprived. He then decides that he has
to go into a fighting unit as ours is the
responsibility and we can not expect
other people and other people's
children to do this for us, and you swell
with pride. And then he is in danger
and you begin to ask yourself what you
have done to him. All parents want
more than anything to take care of their
children, to keep them out of harm's
way, and here I am caught between my
feelings of pride that Elad understands
the meaning of Jewish Peoplehood and
the meaning of taking responsibility,
but, if, God forbid... how does one live
with what one has taught one's
children?
Shalom, Julian.
Kibbutz Tzora

Email 7: CIVILIANS
Written by Julian Resnick

wMd#¥::?::::e!=i:h:f:Tek:e:?i:
`My Brother-in-Law's Mother-inLaw...' This is a time with very few
Jewishjokes and this is not one of them.
My Brother-in-Law's Mother-inLaw, Ada, lives in a modest flat on the
second floor of a block of flats on the
main street in Bat Galim, a part of
Haifa down near Rambam hospital.
Ada and her late husband Shmuel
arrived in Israel after the Shoah from
Romania. They were people of very
modest means. Shmuel was a carpenter
and, after a few years, they managed to
buy the small flat she now lives in and
spent most of their lives together caring
for their two daughters and, over the

years, their five grandchildren. Shmuel
passed away just over a year ago after
fighting valiantly to overcome a brain
tumour and left Ada on her own in the
little flat.

Ada had had a relatively easy time

during the Shoah, escaping with her
family to a part of Romania where
there was anti-Semitism, but of the

`mild' kind, i.e. no deportations,

ghettoes or death camps, `just' verbal
and the occasional physical abuse. She
has always been one of those old time
Jewish women who look after their
homes, their husbands and children and
always have a philosophical word to
share about life and its burdens and, as
long as the grandchildren were happy,
never had a word of complaint about
anytbing. Shmuel's death changed all
of this. He had apparently been the
shield against all the suppressed trauma
from the Shoah. She became paranoid,
convinced that she was under threat
from everyone, that people wanted to
harm her, and had to be hospitalized in
a geriatric, psychiatric ward in Haifa.
After a couple of months she was able
to return home with a carer who now
lives with her.
Last week Ada's street suffered hits
on two separate occasions, but Ada is
absolutely fine about it. She is not
terrified; in fact she is once again quite
philosophical about the world. In a
way, it has probably made sense of her
world once again. She is under attack;
someone does want to harm her. So,
she is not psychiatrically ill, suffering
from delusions or paranoia, there really
are people out there who this time do
not want to dislodge her from her
former home in Romania, but from her
present home in Haifa. Of course, like
so many moments in life, if you look
very closely, there is another
wonderfully ironic twist in the story.
Her carer is a foreign worker, from
Romania, and her family is begging
her to return, to safety, to Romania.
Look into every block of flats in
Israel, every school building, every
kibbutz and you will find refugees.
One little story, one of thousands of
little stories, but then, the world is
made up of thousands of little stories.
And, before I end, please do us in Israel
one favour when you listen to or watch
the BBC: Whenever they talk about

people in Lebanon they talk about

`civilians', and, usually, rightly so.

Could you please think the same word,
`civilians' when they use the word
`Israelis'. We have close to a million

and a half civilians living in fear of
their lives. We have close to half a
million civilians who are actually
refugees right now. We happen to be
better organized than Lebanon, but
look into every block of flats in Israel,
every school building, every kibbutz
and you will find refugees. Ours are
continued on next page
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However, there is one more thing,
thoual about this I hesitate to write.
Jewish tradition teaches that
righteousness and justice, love and
merry are the guiding principles of the
universe by which we must live to be
in hamony with ourselves and with
the world -and with God. Of course, it
might be that we are each intexpreting
tLose principles in this situation
differently, from our own perspective.
But my feeling is, I think, not that,

but rather how do we, day by day and
moment by moment, sustain these
principles in ourselves, with each
breatli, and not lose touch with them
and substitute others? That is the
challenge that most troubles me,
especially at this moment when I write

Northern Israel - Summer 2006
called Anat and Chanoch and their
three-year-old little one, Ziv.
Apologies, I did say `before I end' a
moment ago, but I have to share one
more thing with you. If any of you
come to Israel for a visit before August
8th, you must go to the extraordinary
exhibition of the Bezalel art school celebrating, yes celebrating, loo years
of existence as a school of fine arts in
the renewed Jewish Commonwealth in the old terminal at Ben Gurion
airport. Orly, Maya and I were there
last night. It was packed with people
doing what people in progressive
societies do so well, enjoying an
exhibition filled with challenges and
criticism of the existing social order.
That is the world I want to be part of.
Shalom, Julian.
Kibbutz Tzora

Response from
Rabbi Jeffrey Newman
Thursday, 27 July 2006
Dear Julian,

by your emails. They have troubled
me aBEEN
greatVERY
deal because
you, a
IIIAVE
DISTURBED
friend whom I know well and with
whom I have worked so closely, have
written them. How, I have been asking
myself, is it possible that we see what
is going on from such very different
perspectives?
Of course, my unease has only been
deepened by the fact that you are in
Israel, on the front-line -if not, as you
write, quite on the `front-line' - and I
am in the safety of the UK. Nor is it
particularly helpful to note - even if,
perhaps, more relevant than it appears
- that this time last year we had lived
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through a devastating terrorist attack
in London where more than fifty
people had been killed and hundreds
injured and that a second attempt had
only just failed a couple of weeks later.
Perhaps we are all `on the front-1ine'.
But I think the real difference is
another one, one which I do not
understand and cannot explain.
Increasingly it occurs to me that you
are most fully orientated to the past,
and I to the future. I do not think there
is a right and wrong about this and we
probably need to keep both together memory and hope.
Of course, we must acknowledge the
great sufferings that Jews have endured
throughout the ages. Tisha b'Av, this
year on August 3rd, is the time for this
-the day when Jews are enjoined to sit
on the ground and bemoan their fate though some Jews seem to do little
else, throughout the year.
But, it seems to me, if we are
commanded to remember, we are also
given a vision of the day when `swords
will be beaten into plough-shares' and
it was entirely because I was captivated
by that truth that I became a rabbi. As I
read the Bible and Jewish tradition, I
am continually astonished by the
strength and realism of those who work
towards a better future.
You are one of them and maybe if
my son were in the army, I would not
be writing in this way. Maybe if my
friends and family were waking each
day uncertain what that day would
bring, I would not be so certain that it
is up to us to work towards a negotiated
settlement, accepting the wisdom and
help of others and not relying solely
upon our own power and armaments.

to you and when words can so easily be
mere emptiness and vanity.
May we meet again soon, and may
there soon be a true peace for all.

Jeffiey
Emafl8:REFUGEESINOUROWNLAND

Written by Julian Resnick

F6'¥-±iy;:;::;:trEcea:ha:::tarn?;
Our refugees, the lovely young couple
plus little child fi.om Bin Ya'akov near
the Lebanese border, surprised us with
it today. Chanan installs counter top hot
water dispensers and today decided that
this was how he was going to suaprise
us, his mitzvah before Shabbat.
The nearby town of Bet Shemesh is
filled with hundreds of refugees fi.om
Tiberias who were bused in a few days
ago. Many of them are in makeshift
accommodation in school buildings.
Tbey are poor people, people who just
did not have the possibility of taking
public transport for themselves and
their families as the tickets were
beyond their reach. Bet Shemesh
residents are cooking for them, inviting
them into their homes for meals,
buying sheets and towels for them,
bringing large numbers home to
shower and rest for a while. But the
people in Bet Shemesh cannot cope on
their own, the task is too big.
Israel is a country filled with internal
refugees. You do not see them on the
BBC or on CT`IN because we have pride
in our ability to take care of them.
However, without help, many of them
will very soon become desperate. The
old, the infirm, those who generally
live on income support or other forms
of welfare, the weak parts of society,
will inevitably slip off the edges and
not many people will notice them,
because theirs is a mild not particularly
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photogenic misery. If you are putting
together a synagogue response to help
people and you want a human face to
give to, give to these voiceless people
who do not have the strength to get
what they need.
We are approaching Shabbat and I
assume that there will be many of you
who find yourselves in Synagogue this
week and some of you might find
yourselves asking the question, what
should we do this week to ensure that
all of our members are aware of what
is happening in Israel?
I want to suggest two practical
things:
• Begin the service both on Friday

night and on Shabbat moming with a
prayer for the safety of the soldiers
and the people of Israel. I think that
one of the wonderful realities of
Jewish liturgy and prayer is that it
has always been a powerful tension
between faczi;cz7272czfe and fret;czfe, that

which we do with intense focus and
that which is constant. Beginning
with a prayer for the soldiers of
Tzahal and the people of Israel would
be the perfect way to work with the
great tradition of creative tension in
our prayer.
• Before you say Kaddish this week in

every minyan, please mention by
name, rank and age the nine Israeli
soldiers killed in Bint J'beil and
Maroun Ras in the last forty-eight
hours: Corporal Ohad Klausner, 20;
Corporal Assaf Namer, 20; Corporal
Shimon Adaga, 20; Corporal Shimon
Dahan,
20;
Lieutenant
Alex
Schwartzman, 23; Major Roi Klein,
31;

Sergeant

Idan

Cohen,

21;

Lieutenant Amichai Merhavia, 24;
Lieutenant Yiftach Sharir, 21. May
their memories be blessed and may
their mothers, fathers, brothers,
sisters, grandparents, uncles, aunts,
wives and children know no more
pain and suffering.
Shabbat Shalom, Julian
Kibbutz Tzora

Email 9: WOUNDED
Written by Julian Resnick
Saturday, 29 July 2006
last night with some of our
friends Dn`INER
in Israel.
WE ATEoldest
sllABBAT

Russell, Karen and I go back about
thirty-five years to my late teens in
South Africa. We grew up in the same
youth movement and remember the
same old stories, which I admit we retell
with relish each time we get together
pretending not to notice how they have
developed over the years.
only has known them since we got
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married twenty-three years ago; Karen
was a part of the youth movement choir
which sang at our wedding and Russell,
who was not allowed to sing in the
choir for obvious reasons, was our
photographer.
We decided to have dinner together
this Friday night for a number of
reasons, but primarily because we both
have sons serving in the army up North.
It was a wonderful evening, great food,
lots of laughs and some serious talk
about the situation. We wondered out
loud every now and then about our
sons, but more than anything else we
enjoyed being together and I
particularly enjoyed the wonderful
cherries from the Golan and the sweet
ice cold watermelon.
We left for home at about I Opm and
each of us continued our lives as
normal. I spent Shabbat with a vice
chair of West London Synagogue,
Fraser Marcus and his son Austin who,
in spite of the situation, had decided to
go ahead and spend some time here

stretcher to a waiting helicopter over a
kilometre away which took them both
to Rambam Hospital in Haifa.
This afternoon Russell and Karen
made the journey to Haifa to be with
their son and to meet the parents of the
soldier whose life their son had saved.
I have known him since he was a
cheeky little monkey, a cute little boy
with enormous energy and not very
good at sitting still. Those of us who
came together to Israel thirty years ago
arejoined by a very special bond which
has lasted all these years. We have
between us a large number of
wonderful young sons and daughters,
some of whom are serving at this
moment in the army, fighting for all of
us, for the Jewish people and the State
of Israel against an enemy who has
made clear their desire to destroy us.
We will stand beside them, support
them in every way we can and hug
them all when they return home.
Believe me, they will need all the hugs
they can get.
When you next eat cherries and
watemelon, think of us, enjoy the fruit
as we will continue to do, and, together
with us, hug our boys.
Shavua Tov, Julian.
Kibbutz Tzora

Email 10: FROM RUSSIA WrlTH...

Written by Julian Resnick
Tuesday, 1 August 2006

Carmiel
you from my home in Israel but
celebrating Austin's bar mitzvah "cize/ /ov. We went to see the model of
the Second Temple Jerusalem at the
Israel Museum - highly recomlnended
- and then went to the Old City for
humous at Abu Shukry in the Muslim
Quarter and a visit to the Kotel and the
Holy Sepulchre.
Russell phoned soon after I got home
this afternoon to tell me what his son
had been doing while we were eating
dinner and enjoying the cherries and
watermelon. At about the same time
Karen brought dessert to the table, his
unit came under fire in the town of Bin
Jbail. One of his friends was hit in the
leg and was clearly badly wounded. As
platoon medic, he ran to the wounded
soldier's aid with automatic gunfire
coming at him from every angle. He
applied a tourniquet, dragged him into
an alley way and began what turned
out to be ten hours of incredible
bravery to make sure the injured soldier
survived the incoming fire and the loss
of blood. He managed to stem the loss
of blood and keep him from losing
consciousness until support units
prepared the way to move him on a

IAM
NOKiev
LONGER
from
where I WRITING
am spendingTO
the
next few days before continuing on to
StPetersburgwithagroupofthirty-four
members of our Synagogues in Britain
on a Jewish Journey with Jeremy Leigh
and myself.
It is bizarre being here while the
fighting continues at home and Orly is
facing the dreadful feeling of no
contact with Elad again for over two
days on her own. It makes the situation
even more bizarre being here as there
is no doubt I am in one of the capitals
of anti-Semitism. The weather is great,
Ukrainians are enjoying the warmth
and there is much political protest
going on with feelings ruuning high
about the future of the present
government. It is hard to believe that
this is a country where there was no
possibility of protest just a decade or
so ago. Sounds great, the flourishing of
open debate on the streets of a former
Soviet society, but all you have to do is
stop at the bookstalls off Creshatyk
Street, the main street of Kiev, and the
illusions are all shattered. There is an
abundance of the most obscene anti-

continued on next page

Semitic literature available; copies of
The Protocols Of the Elders of Zion.,
magazines showing the President
visiting a synagogue are shown to me
by an elderly man who lets me know
that the President is a Jew lover and the
Prime Minister is in fact a Jew.
I hesitate for a moment and then feel
that I have to fight the war as well.
Using all my best sign language skills,
I know no Ukrainian and he knows no
English, I let him know that I am a Jew
and that I understand that he is of the
group of people who would have me
dead if possible. He gets the message,
shrugs his shoulders and rearranges the
books. Another old man laughs and
life goes on. I move to the next stall
and find that he was not an exception.
The same literature is on sale at most
of the stalls. Did I mention that before
we had headed back to Creshatyk
Street we had been in Podol, formerly
the centre of the nineteenth century
Jewish community and the site of the
1905 pogrom where we had read and
discussed Bialik's rfee Cz./); o/
Sloughterr|
Reread the poem now and see what
we are not prepared to become in
Israel;
what
lies
behind
our
determination to take care of ourselves.
We will not hide while our `wives and
daughters are defiled'. I know that for
many of us brought up in a liberal
tradition it is hard to describe ourselves
as descendents of `the Hasmoneans and
the Maccabees', but I need at this point
in our reality in Israel to include this
heritage together with the other parts
of the heritage of which I am so proud,

of the Rambam, of Freud, of Marx, of
Einstein, of the Jews in South Africa
who stood up against the Apartheid
regime, of the Jews of literature,
poetry, art and music.
We do not choose to send our sons
to war as a noble ideal in itself. Our
sons go to war so as to be able to
engage in the pursuits of philosophy,
poetry, art and music. We have to be
alive. Of all the Jewish values I treasure
most, I treasure the value of life. An
Israeli officer described the difficulty
of fighting the Hezbollah in close
contact being connected to a difference
in values. `We will do anything to

preserve the lives of our soldiers' he
said, `and the Hezbollah know this and
exploit it. They are ready and willing,
wanting, to die as martyrs, sfecz¢z.c7z.77z,

and value the possibility of dying for
jihad as having value over the sanctity
of life. '
So, here I am in Kiev, not knowing
what Elad is actually doing right now.
Not knowing what my friends' sons
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are doing right now. Assuming that
they will all be safe because, well
because anything else would be
impossible.
Shalom, Julian.

Kiev

most whom I do not know personally,
whether their son's names are David,
Moshe, Ahmed or Mohammed. I am
assuming here that behind the pride
about being able to give one's son as a
S:fecr%z.J - martyr - in the service of

Email 11: CEASE-FIRE
Written by Julian Resnick
Tuesday, 8 August 2006
erms. War is wrong, on the
;ontinuumIN
which
has `right'
Win ls BAD,
ETHICAL
and `wrong' at either end.
War is evil, for those for whom the
categories of `good' and `evil' work.
War is only good for retired generals
who are hauled out of mothballs to
smile at us condescendingly and
explain away what to us appears a
disaster, a mistake or a wrong turn; for
political commentators who have
begun to bore us with the stories of
sexual harassment; for military
correspondents who were just not quite
good enough to lead on the battle field
and are outstanding at giving advice,
after the fact, to commanders in the
field who in real time situations are
charged with making decisions which

affect the lives of so many young
people; for journalists who have not
yet used up their reservoir of hyperbole
and have many as yet undiscovered
drinking holes and sushi bars to
uncover; for construction companies yesterday' s Financial Times predicts a.
boom for the Gulf States and their
construction companies after the war
ends.

War is particularly bad for those
people who are caught in the cross fire.
For people who just wanted to get
married in a wedding hall, but ended
up getting married in a bomb shelter;
for people who really wanted to see
how good their new oven was for
baking their children' s favourite cakes
and end up cooking on a gas bumer
underground; for people who just
wanted to pick their pear crop and now
see the pears fallen to the ground; for
people who wanted to go to work every
moming so that their children might
have a new pair of shoes for the coming
school year; for people who just
wanted to go to a cafe in the late
afternoon and smoke a 7?czrgz./cz (water

pipe) with their friends.
War is especially bad for the parents
of soldiers. For Orly and me as the

parents of Elad; for my friends Russell
and Karen as the parents of Joel; for
my friends David and Demise as the

parents of Nadav, Daniel and ltamar;
and for many thousands of other
parents some of whom I know and

Allah and Islam, behind the culture of
the glorification of death, the parents
of Hezbollah fighters moum as well.
It is also bad for the brothers and
sisters of soldiers, for Maya, Daphne,
Be'erit, Ilan, as their parents pay them
less attention, worried sick about their
young sons.
And it is even worse for the soldiers
themselves. Think of young eighteen
to twenty-one year old boys who just
yesterday were finishing high school
examinations; who just yesterday were
dreaming of the young girls they had
spent the evening with; who just
yesterday were thinking about the trek
to Nepal or Peru; who just yesterday
were preparing for the psychometric
exam which would enable them to
begin to realize their ambition of
becoming a scientist or therapist. That
thinking is put aside as they go through
the most traumatic situations possible.
Think of my boy, my Elad, who phoned
Orly yesterday from the training course
he is on to enable him to lead in the
amiy, filled with anxiety, as he has
heard that there have been three
casualties in the unit he has just left
behind in Lebanon. As much as he is
fearful of being in combat, he feels
guilty about having left them in
Lebanon.
War is bad and yet I am opposed to
the idea of a cease fire at this point. I

am opposed to a ceasefire as I am
convinced that this is an existential
war. That we made a mistake when we
believed that our very existence was
no longer under threat and that we were
involved only in conflicts which would
determine our borders and the question
of whetber we live behind fences or
with access to each others states. This
is an existential war as, if Hezbollah,
with weapons supplied by Syria and
Iran, can damage us and get away with
it, i.e. keep their arsenal intact to some
extent, remain where they were
operating from in South Lebanon, the
message is clear to Syria and Iran:
`With your much larger arsenal, with
your strategic, ballistic missiles, with
your more sophisticated rocket
launches, you need only to pick your
moment.'
I do not worship at the alter of the
Gods of War. I fear them greatly, but
also know that when something is

worth fighting for, when one's home is
burning, there come moments where
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the options end and if we are the ones
who have to defend ourselves as there
is nobody else to do it, we will have to
do it.

Shalom, Julian.

Email 12: lvIIAT'S IN A NAME?
Written by Julian Resnick
Tuesday, 8 August 2006
please go and read the poem by

IWOULD
Zedha, Each
LIKE
person
YOU
has ALL
a nameTO
.rrL
the Reform High Holyday A4:czcfezor

p.279. It is a poem I am sure many of
you have read before, but it is worth
reading one more time before you
continue reading what I have to say in
this email this afternoon. This is the first
time I have written two emails in one
day, but I just have to.
Orly just phoned me from Israel to
tell me that instead of going to see a
movie this afternoon with a friend in
Jerusalem, as one does, she is going to
Mount Herzl, to the military cemetery,
to a funeral of the son of a psychologist
colleague. If you were to go into
Ha'aretz later today you would read
that one of the soldiers killed in the

past twenty-four hours was called
Philip Moskow. Perhaps you might
even open the link which tells
something about the soldier killed his details are not yet on the web as this
is very recent, but others are.
The
link
usually
mentions
something about where the soldier was
from, a word or two about family he
leaves behind, parents, siblings, wife,
children and because we are so aware
of fa.bb#/z gr/„);o/, the ingathering of
the exiles, something about where he
or his parents came from if they had
made aliyah in the past generation. You
would then begin to construct a picture,
depending on how much you know
about Israel, of his socio-economic
reality, probable family structure, the
neighbourhood, possible political
leanings. Depending on the causes you
have felt particularly strongly about
over the years and some of your own
story you will feel a certain degree of
empathy and proximity to the family.
But, the scant details only scratch
the surface and often the layers of
tragedy remain unrevealed.
I did not know either Philip Moskow
or his father Ze'ev Edelan, but the one
detail which Orly passed on about his
name really breaks my, dare I say it,
Jewish heart. His father Ze'ev
immigrated from the former Soviet
Union and was a work colleague of
Orly'sforashortwhile.Iknownothing
more about him. His son Philip is for
me an anonymous individual I have
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House damage
never met, and of course will never
meet. But the different last names
which they shared in a very special
way touch me. Ze'ev's mother's family
name was Moskow.
None of his mother's family
survived the Shoali.
Hence the decision to continue the
family name lost in the Shoah via his
son Philip.
Please read Zelda again.
Shalom, Julian.

Email 13: KOFI ANNAN
Written by Junan Resnick

T|uA£§¥E;#s:°:¥o¥[!j:a[a:;ed;:::

Journey and two days back in my office
in London. Things are very hard over
here right now, so much pain in the air.
The radio is filled with warnings of
rockets and missiles on the way to
various towns and villages in the north.
Just a few hours ago a rocket claimed
the lives of a twenty-seven year old
mother and her three year old baby.
Another Hezbollah success, not an
unfortunate miss, but a success, as that
is what they are trying to do, Mr Kofi
Annan; theirs of course are not war
crimes, theirs are for some inexplicable
reason something else; these were,
possibly, ideologically understandable
deaths.
Today is Orly's birthday. It is always

a very challenging day for me as I am
one of the world's ten worst shoppers
and I struggle at the best of times to get
the right birthday present. How do you
celebrate a birthday in the middle of a

war? How hollow do the words `happy
birthday' sound when in the
background they are giving the names
of some of the fifteen soldiers killed in
the fighting yesterday in South
Lebanon? The question remained what
to do for Orly's birthday. Neither of us
felt in the mood for celebrating with
Elad up north, albeit at the moment
outside Lebanon, but who knows what
tomorrow will bring.
At about llam this moming Orly
came up with the answer as to what she
wanted to do for her birthday. She
decided to bake some pastries and take
them to some of the refugees from
Nahariya - Orly makes a great date
and nut pastry. We have just returned
from taking the pastries, together with
an enormous number of children's
games, to a group of people from
Nahariya who are sleeping in the
Community Centre in Bet Shemesh.
The people we took the games to are
thatpartofthepopulationwhichduring
normal times is looked after by Social
Services, the weakest part of the
community. They are totally lost in this
situation and, thanks to the
unbelievable generosity of the people
of Bet Shemesh, they probably have
more care now than they normally have
when in Nahariya. Yet, it is bumbling
to go into a community centre and see
old people, children, people with
leaming difficulties who clearly are
struggling, being cared for by the
community. Maybe this is why I came
to live in Israel?
Another reason I came: I went to the
bank this moming and the c¢czrec7z.,
contirmed on next page
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ultra orthodox, man who takes care of
me told me he was going up to Kiryat
Shmona for Shabbat to relieve local
ambulance drivers. He was not only
talking about Jewish values, pz.hac7cfe

nofesh docheh Shabbat, tlue saving of
life overrides the laws of Shabbat. He
was acting out these values. It means
so much to me when the people waiting
in line in the bank hear that Elad is up
north and wish me besoro/ /oi;of - may
you only have good news.
Israel is in great pain right now,
filled with heartache and sadness, but
also with determination. We know that
there is a price for our independence.
We know that there are those who
would destroy us if they could and
those who wish we wouldjust go away
quietly. Not that they wish Jews dead,
those are from the first group, but
believe that if we would only go away
the world would be an easier and less
complicated place.

I think that they are so wrong and
pray that we never find out just how
wrong they are.
Shalom, Julian.

Email 14: TIIE ETHICS 0F WAR
Written by Julian Resnick
Friday,11 August 2006

by well meaning friends over the

IHAVE
last few
READ
weeks
MUCH
of Israel's
CRITICISM
tactics,
especially the softening up of Hezbollah
strongholds from the air. The feeling
outside of Israel in, for want of a better
term, the civilized world - that is
London, Paris and Berlin - is that we
should talk to our enemies. We should
sit round highly polished tables and sort
out our differences. If we are not able
to do this, we should at least go for the
`M' option and not the `F' option.
The `M' option? The `F' option?

From the moral high ground, which is
thousands of miles away from the
blood, sweat and tears of the fighting,
it is just so much more aesthetic to use
M16 semi-automatic weapons and not
F16 fighter jets, as the first option
prevents to a large extent collateral
dalnage and lessens the possibility of
civilian deaths.
Allow me to suggest another way of
looking at these situations. In today's
Ha'aretz newspaper a mother who has
two sons fighting in Lebanon in the
Israeli Army has taken out at great cost
a half page advertisement. It reads as
follows:
`Mr Prime Minister, why send in

soldiers when we can send in rockets?
It is not acceptable that the IDF
endangers our soldiers on the ground
when there is an altemative - air force
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Nahartya
fighter planes.
`1 am the mother of two sons who

have returned from a holiday overseas
to respond to their emergency call up
to fight in Lebanon. They have
responded as I have taught them to.
But I am fearful. And I am not alone in
this fear. Many thousands of parents
fear that the army is not doing enough
to look after our soldiers, our sons.
`It is no secret that the IDF is
avoiding totally destroying the
Hezbollah villages from the air because
of the principles of the "Purity of
Arms". It is hard to believe that
because of issues connected to Public
Relations and image tens of our
soldiers are either injured or killed
every day. Hezbollah is a terrorist
organization comprising civilians who
fought our soldiers and launch missiles
with the purpose of killing as many of
our civilians as possible. Hezbollah is
cynical in its use of Lebanese civilians
as a shield. This use of civilians makes
them directly and solely responsible
for the lives of these civilians and
should allow us to destroy these
villages from the air, before we send
our ground forces like sheep to the
slaughter.
`As a moral society with a moral

army we have to inform the. Lebanese
of our intentions and then use the type
of bombs which will totally destroy the
Hezbollah fighters left behind...'
I too am sending my son to flght this
battle and ask all of you who care for
Israel to weigh very carefully the
positions you take, as you may
inadvertentlybeprovidingjustthetype
of help the Hezbollah is looking for.
For those of us sending our sons into
battle, the ethics of the situation look
very different. We can put names to

the people involved, at least those
fighting for Israel. We are convinced
that our cause is a moral one, as we did
not ask for this confrontation. The
opposite is true. Did you know, by the

way, that our chief of staff had a
holiday planned for the week after the
fighting began which would suggest
that the spin being put out by
Hezbollah and its media allies that this
is a war Israel wanted is totally
ridiculous.

I have much more to say on this
issue, but Elad just returned home after
almost a month. So, Shabbat Shalom,
Julian .

Kibbutz Tzora
Email 15: QUESTIONS

Written by Julian Resnick
Monday, 14 August 2006
the final piece I write at the end

HOPEFULLY
of an incredibly
THISpowerful
WILL BE
and
painful month most of which I spent at
home in Israel with time in the middle
in the Ukraine, Russia and Britain.
This has been a month where I have,
without holding back in any way at all,
given expression to my thoughts,
emotions and commitments. You have
been on the receiving end of this stream
without, for the most part, having asked
for it. If at times my words got in the
way of your life, what can I say: this
has been a month in which for many of
us things were other than they normally
are. If my opinions seemed unbalanced
and one sided at times, they were. They
expressed only my opinions and the
facts as I understood them and I am
fully aware that there were other
inteapretations of what was going on
and, I am always happy to admit, their
perceptions might be right and mine
MANNA AUTUMN 2006

wrong. If you felt at times that you
could not argue with me, although this
was not the case for some of you,
because you do not live in Israel and
therefore need to tread gently, on the
one hand you have every right, and on
the other hand, you do not always have
to bear the consequences of your
position, so it is a complicated situation
for you and for me.

We are now towards the end of the
first day of the ceasefire brokered by
the UN. I am unsure as to whether this
is what we need, but this is what we
have and therefore this is what we will
live with. As Israel is a democratic
society we have begun to move
towards the only logical next stage in a

process such as this, the stage where
we begin to ask the difficult questions.
Let me say categorically, it is perfectly
understandable, and in fact healthy,
that a society knows when it needs to

pull together because of the emergeney
we find ourselves facing, and when the
floodgates of questioning can open.
You are going to see the latter begin to
happen now in Israel, just as you saw
the former take hold of the vast
majority of Israeli society, until today,
over the past month.
I would like to take the opportunity
to pose some of the questions I am

asking right now, with a little
explanation about each of my questions:
1. Was the war fought in the most
effective way possible or did the
heads of the armed forces and the
politicians mishandle the war? Did
we suffer any losses for reasons of
PR and image or because of political
considerations is the subtext here.
2. Did the IDF behave at all times
according to its doctrine of ethical
military behaviour? This is a question
I ask not because I necessarily buy
into the criticism around the world
of our `disproportionate' response,
but because I think that our army has
to always ask this question and if we
find we were wrong in specific
situations we have to punish those
responsible.

3 . Does the disproportionate number of
soldiers killed from among those who
live on kibbutzim, mos¢oi;z.in and
from among the Ortbodox Zionist
camp, especially from settlements,
mean that the financial and political
elites of Tel Aviv, Jerusalem and
Haifa are leaving the fighting to
others while they check the stock
markets every moming and decide
whethertobuyorsell,orwasitmerely
bad luck? This question g6es to the
heart of whether the burdens in Israeli

society are still being shared or
whether we now have post-Zionist
and Zionist realities living side by
side.

4. Are we in a state.of existential danger
if the real threats are not dealt with
and who will help us deal with them?
Here the question relates to Iran's
race to become a nuclear power and
its clear and avowed statement that
if and when it has nuclear weapons
it will use them to destroy Israel. And,
of course, the question as to whether,
at the end of the day, the West will
sacrifice Israel as we are just too
much trouble.
5. What next? Is there a strategy within
our political leadership to move
forwards towards... I cannot find the
word as I cannot yet say `Peace', I
am still stuck with the feeling that we
have leaned again that the struggle
is not about accommodation but
about the acceptance of our right to
exist at all.

There are many more questions to
be asked, but these are the ones I am
asking myself today. To be totally
honest there is one more: Will Elad
face additional dangers during the
coming years 'in the army and how will
I live with the anxiety?
Shalom, Julian I

Damage from Katyusha
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PAIN

Jeffrey Newman
and understanding between

TIIE CONFLICT
IN APPROACH
Julian and myself
about the
tragicwarwhichtookplaceinNorthein
Israel, Lebanon and Gaza in the summer
of 2006 was as painful as almost
anything which I have encountered in
my life.
I wrote my letters to him in tears,
which were personal but which I knew
would also be public.
Our differences were those of
perspective occasioned by chances of
history, of fatherhood, of place,
possibly of personality and faith in
which neither was `right' or `wrong'
but it seemed to me that both voices
needed to be heard.
Mine was a personal and minority
view, in no way expressed on behalf of
the Refom Movement's Assembly of
Rabbis. But it emerged from over forty
years' continual involvement with
Israel and with Jews and particularly
reform Jews in the Diaspora.
From the very beginning, my
engagement with Israel was one of pain
and suffering, beginning in the early
sixties. The sczbrc]s, the `prickly pears'

I met then, were, it seemed to me, full
of pride - aggressive and bombastic,
scornful of those living in the Diaspora,
especially of those `who went like
sheep to the slaughter'. `Never again'
was the battle cry of the IDF at that
time: an oath taken, symbolically,
amongst the two thousand year old
ruins of Masada, where under Eleazar
ben Jair, a community of a thousand
men, women and children held out
against the siege of fifteen thousand
Romans before eventually committing
suicide.
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The irony seemed not to be noticed.
This
may
have
been
for
psychologically similar reasons to the
absolute denial of the part played by
the Shoah in the foundation of the
State. Even Eva Hoffman, in her
brilliant and essential book j4/fer S#cfe
K72ow/ec7ge
which
traces
the
incorporation by the second generation

of the experiences of the parents - so
that, for example the hiding in the attic
becomes a vivid part of the memory of
the child, who is not yet born - even
she is reluctant to examine the part this
second and third generation `handing
on' of the Shoah experience has played
in the self-image of Israel and Israelis.
And yet, in the exchange between
Julian and myself, it became evident as Menachem Begin had so graphically
expressed it in the first Lebanese
excursion where he had gone, he said,
to `destroy Hitler' -that it is the Shoah
which dominates Jewish awareness
both in Israel and in the Diaspora. The
great difficulty about this - the
immense danger - is that we are caught
in a continuing and destructive cycle
of victim/bully. For the sake of the
future of our children, we have to
acknowledge and let go of our past,
not relive it.

My perspective, however, being
based upon different premises from
Julian's, led to entirely different
conclusions. All the time, Biblical

phrases, particularly from Psalms and
Prophets rang in my ears - about
justice and righteousness, about trust
in chariots, and especially about the
choosing of Israel: for life and not for
death. But `life' is not `survival' . Israel,

the Jewish people, can only live - and
it will only survive -if it is founded on
tnrfu and ].ustice. In other words, we
are repeatedly warned throughout our
tradition that unless we act ethically,
we will be destroyed, and only a
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Our policies since 1967 , particularly on the West Bank,

Of settlements and annexation have been disastrous.
While paying due attention to Israeli needs f;or security,
we need together with the international community, to begin

to rebuld the infrastructure, encourage the Palestinan
economy and help the establishment Of a viable state.
`remnant' will survive. As Amos puts
it, to God, that is, in the fullness of
being and existence, we are exactly
like the Ethiopians and Iraqis. We Jews
must stop acting and thinking purely
tribally. Or, we must recognize that we
belong essentially to the human tribe.
It is time for us to reassert `religion
masquerading as ethnicity', and
forsake `ethnicity masquerading as
religion'.

We all of us know the war in
Lebanon has concluded nothing.
Certainly the threats from Syria and
Iran are undiminished and though there
may be differing estimates of the extent
to which Hezbollah has been damaged,
there can be little doubt of the havoc in
Gaza and Lebanon and the increased
hatred.
This, as so often, is a war without
winners. There can never be a military
solution, particularly if we are fighting
ideas like `terror', or still worse,
`Islam'. Israelis, Arabs in Israel,
Palestinians, and the people in the

surounding states have to find the
way, beyond walls, to live together.
The situation remains extremely

problematic and dangerous. Israel,
founded only in 1948, is still an infant,
and at times shows signs of behaving
as an unruly and rebellious child. In
such circumstances, `tough love' may
be the only way. Though true peace
may be unimaginable at present and
absence of bloodshed the most that we
can hope for, how can even that be
achieved and in what way can the

Reform Movement in the UK
contribute?
Immediately let us double our
financial contributions, for example to
the Movement emergency appeal,
which spans a wide range of objectives,
including the needs of Israeli Arabs
and those who work in dialogue. Let's
go to Israel, ensuring we meet the
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widest range of people and projects
rather than those we already know. The
Movement here needs to facilitate both
`trips'

and

personal

visits

in

conjunction with many different

`partner' organizations in Israel,

especially those which can help us to
hear and appreciate Arab voices.
But it is time for us to be bold and
trustworthy in pursuit of our own stated
ideals and values. My view has been
that Israel, particularly since it won the
war in 1967 and captured the west bank
of the Jordan, has not been concerned
primarily with Jewish values but has
attempted to play a political galne for
which it is ill-equipped. Now we need,
especially as Jews outside Israel, to
help in a courageous and loving way.
Most of all, there is a need for a new
attitude towards the Other - whether
Palestinians or Lebanese. We must
accept, as does the Bereaved Parents
Circle, that their suffering is absolutely
as real as ours, that, as Yitzchak Rabin
said, enough is enough and the bloodshed has to stop. Quite apart from the
terrible suffering we have inflicted yes: of course I know we have suffered
too - our Jewish values have been
distorted in a most self-destructive
way. Our policies since 1967, particu-

larly on the West Bank, of settlements
and annexation have been disastrous.
While paying due attention to Israeli
needs for security, we need together
with the international community, to
begin to rebuild the infrastructure,
encourage the Palestinian economy
and help the establishment of a viable
state. At present, with new calls from
members of the government for expulsions of Arabs and intensified
settlement activity, we are doing just
the opposite again.
Most of all, without a true acknowledgment of our responsibilities, of the
pain we have caused, free of all

attempts at self-justification, we can
never hope for peace. It seems that our
own pain and fear is so great that we
find it impossible to allow our imagination truly to visit the Other: We are
so small and few - we forget our total
military supremacy -they are so many.
We care about every Jewish life lost,
`they' - I hear it said, though fortunately not by rabbis - do not. I also
hear that `they' started it, which has
the persuasiveness of an argument in a
school playground. Whatever reason
or justification may be given for the
Israeli response, it remains insufficient.
So, we need to formulate and agree
upon the direction of a long-term
ethical policy for the Reform
movement in the UK which we can
develop in dialogue with those many
groups and organizations, like Neveh
Shalom, One Voice, New Israel Fund,
IPCRI, that share our concerns and
values and with whom we form a
natural partnership. We must work this
out, too, with the Israel Movement for
Progressive Judaism, and our partners
in the USA. Brit Shalom and Tzedek
and particularly the Search for
Common Ground have a part to play.
Then we will have established an
authoritative and distinctive voice. We
will have something to offer our
communities, our children and young
people as well as speaking clearly and
firmly in inter-faith circles, to those
who criticize us and to political
leadership in Britain and Europe. Most
particularly, we will have something to
say to the Ambassador and so to Israel
itself.

The time is short - we may not
complete the work but we have to

begin it .

continued on riext page
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BOND

Meirav Kallush

uch an important, controH)W DOES
ersial, ONE
meaningful
AVPROACH
issue? How
does one stay out of the internal politics of Israel that are so crucial to what
is going on at present times at home?
How can I explain what happened?
How does one stay away from the
question of success or failure? Should
the personal be left outside in favour of
the national?
Many questions come to mind when
writing about the recent war in Israel.
Most of my questions have a root in
my day to day being and in the past.
So, where did the war find me?
Physically I was here, in England. I
learned about the war while focusing
on last minute preparations for RSYNetzer's Israel tour:
finalizing
encounter, 772z/gczsfez.", programmes
with yoz77¢cz, the Reform community of
A4loc7z. 'J.7z,. organizing meetings with

Israeli Arabs; preparing last minute
activities with our 77€czc7rz.cfej.7„ and

more. Between watching the News on
British television and searching Israeli
news websites to talking with friends
at home, I was trying to understand
what really was going on, trying to
figure out the real picture, what I
thought
about
it,
and,
most
importantly, how could I help?!
Everything I heard reminded me of
the first war in Lebanon. I was seven. I
remember two things quite clearly.
One is a military funeral held on my
kibbutz. The second is my parents
arguing about what was going on in
Lebanon and what should be done. In
the background there was always a
Pirchei London record playing over
and over again a song, a verse, from
Isaiah chapter 2
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It felt as though we could make our
dream come true. Soon.
All down the years, in Lebanon and
during the second intifada, it was
obvious to me that bombs, suicide

attackers, any kind of fighting and
RSY-Netzer Group hiking in The Negev
J`llntnb I]n`nln.I]m D`n`xb rmilln lnn'iJ

nnn5n iiy ilnbi x7i ain `n 3x lu xpr xt
`And they shall beat their swords
into plough shares and their spears
into pruning hooks: nation sham not
lift up swords against nations neither
shall they learn war any more.'
The arguments never stop. Neither
did the music. Or the longing in
Isaiah' s prophecy.
Lebanon played a growing part in
life as my friends started serving in the
army, most of them in Lebanon.
They were in and out for three years
if not more. It became a nightmare.
For us, back home, there was the

fear of what might happen; not being
able to talk to friends for weeks;
meeting them when they came back
for a weekend, tired and their eyes full
of questions. For them they were days
of avoiding ambushes, fear of going to
the toilet, constant anxiety at being in a
little army base in the middle of a
hostile land.

All that time we continued to argue,
we went to demonstrations, signed
petitions, sent letters, gave out flyers
and more. I continued to love the song
from Pz.rcfeez. £o#c7o#, to long for the

fulfilment of the prophecy and to wait
for the days when my friends and I
could fulfil the dream of going back to
Lebanon as back-packers. In May
2000, when Israeli troops left Lebanon,
a new hope sparked in our hearts.

killing are not solutions to any conflict.
It is difficult to talk with people,
especially when they are considered to
be enemies. Yet, I still believe that
meeting the other, face to face, talking
to people, was, is and always will be
the better way to solve conflicts. Israel
has already proven that to be true in
peace agreements.
In January 2004, after long
negotiations led by European leaders,
Adi Avitan, Omar Sued and Beni
Avraham, the three soldiers that were
kidnapped and killed by Hezbollah
after the withdrawal from Lebanon,
were brought home. An agreement
achieved by discussions. Fighting did
not help bring them back - nor did it
shed light on Ron Arad's situation.
I am fully aware that the agreement
reached on resolution 1559 was not
kept by Lebanon or Hezbollah. Nor did
the UN take responsibility for the area.
The northern border of Israel was
attacked more then once during the last
five years.
It is clear that no country can hold
back while it is attacked on its border,
when soldiers are kidnapped, when up
to three hundred Katyusha rockets are
being launched at it on a daily basis.
Yet, it is also clear that fighting is not a
solution and announcing that there will
be no negotiations with Hezbollah or
Hamas, in the case of Gilad Shalit, is a
direct path to a dead end.
At times it is clear that we went over
the line, over what I would consider
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It is clear that rio country can hold back while it is
attacked on its border, when soldiers are kidnapped, when
up to three hundred Katyusha rockets are being launched
at it on a dally basis. Yet, it is also clear that fighting is not
a solution and armouncing that there will be no negotiations
with Hezbollch or Hamas, in the case Of Gilad Shalit,
is a direct pcth, to a dead end.
basic Jewish values. It is clear that we
risked our soldiers for unclear aims
and the action taken seemed to be
unsuccessful.
It is also clear that the more we
postpone talking to each other the more
difficult it will become for both
countries to achieve an understanding.
It is not clear to me how the

government of Lebanon allows a
militant group to control the border. It
is unacceptable to me that questions of
the right of Israel to exist are still being
raised.

It is clear to me that as a Jewish state
we should act in the light of Jewish
values and that our actions should all
be aimed at reaching Isaiah's
prophecy.

But most importantly what has
become crystal clear is the area that we
need to work harder on. The question
of what we should do has become
unarguable.
The answer has become clear to me
from a combination of many things:
the correspondence between Rabbi
Jeffery Newman and Julian Resnick;
sending out three RSY-Netzer Israel
tours; spending time with them as they
travelled in Israel; having Israeli
77€czc7rj.cfez.rm on camps; sending eighteen

young people on a gap year in Israel
with Netzer Olami; and listening to
discussions about Israel in various
parts of the Jewish community.
What links all of these is knowledge
and feelings. The two are the clear
answer to a very burning question.
Many of us have the knowledge of
what is going on, the tools to lean
more about it. We know from our own
experience what Israel looks like. A lot
of us have fiiends and family that live
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in Israel. We have a feeling towards
Israel and its people.

Knowledge and feelings are key
points in creating a sense of ownership
and a sense of belonging.
Ownership creates a responsibility
towards Israel that allows and enables
us to be critical towards the state, the
people, the actions taken. It allows us
to speak up about it and take action in
the hope of creating change.
Knowledge and feelings also create
a sense of belonging, belonging to the
Jewish people in its wider meaning,
belonging to the land of Israel, the
people in Israel, the history of our
religion and homeland, the complexity
of being part of the Jewish people and
of having a Jewish state. Belonging to
something we can change and make
better.
As one of our community members
told me: `1 saw the state of Israel being
born. I know what it's like to be
without it and what it's like to be with
it'. He, his friends and their children
have the knowledge and feeling, have
the sense of ownership and belonging.
But many of the younger generation,
his
grandchildren
and
great
grandchildren do not have it. Their
connection to Israel is through the
media.
The answer to `what do we need to
do?' is to change this picture, let the
younger generations have what we
have: the knowledge and feelings.
Changes do not happen in a day; nor
should we sit and wait for change to
come. Change requires creative action
and we are the ones that have the power
to do just that.
I strongly believe the focus should
be on education. From a very young

age:

in kindergartens,

cfeczc7erz.77€,

schools, bar mitzvah classes, our youth
movement - Israel tour, leadership
courses, shnat-Netzer, with young
adults
and members
of our
communities, we must create as many
leaning opportunities as possible, safe
places to discuss, question, hear, feel
and meet Israel.
Knowledge can be acquired by
leaning, listening, asking. Feelings
can only develop through a `hands on'
experience: being in Israel, spending
time with people, walking the streets
of Tel-Aviv, Haifa, Ashkelon, hiking
down the Galil, and up Nachal Peres in
the Negev, meeting Reform Jews in
Israel, meeting Israeli Arabs, meeting
settlers, tasting the food, being parts of
Israeli society, a live experience that
will create a multi-dimensional picture
of what Israel can be for them.
The system already exists: schools,
cfeczdczrz.in, RSY-Netzer and Shant

Netzer. It is up to us to widen and
strengthen it. To give the younger
generation the opportunity to make
their minds up according to the
knowledge and the feeling we have
enabled them to develop. From
feelings of ownership and belonging
comes an understanding that one can
love Israel and still be critical of what

is happening I
MEIRAV KALLUSH !`s fAe Shlichah,
Emissary, from the Jewish Agent;y to the Roform
Movement and RSY~Netzer. She is a graduate Of
Hebrew University majoring in Jewish
Philosopky and Jewish History. Before coming
to the UK she worked as the education director

Of the young volunteer division and head Of the
ALirltin progranme. Both projects are part Of
the Jewish Agency 's education department.

continued on page 20
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ivl%NINIA
ESSAY
POET AND PALETTE
would like to take up painting

Julia Weiner

O¥;ib]3rpg¥:Lsc±::e:d;g[yi£:Ao]§
best known as a poet and, in particular,
for the war poems he wrote from the
time he enlisted in the army in 1915 to
his death. What is less well known is
that Rosenberg was also a talented
painter who was a contemporary of
David Bomberg and Mark Gertler, two
of the most important artists that the
Anglo-Jewish community has
produced.
Rosenberg was born in Bristol in
1890, the second child and eldest son

of recent immigrants to Britain from
Russia. The family moved to the East
End when Isaac was aged seven. From
an early age, he showed a talent for art.
His sister Minnie recalled `he would
sit on the pavement outside feverishly
sketching. He was always doing bits of
drawings. At playtime in school when
all the children went out he would sit
in the classroom and draw.'
Just after his fourteenth birthday,
Rosenberg left school and began work
as an apprentice at the publishers Carl
Hentschel in Fleet Street. It was the
standard course for young Jewish men
from the East End to enter into an
apprenticeship if there was no family
business to join and several of
Rosenberg's peers followed similar
paths. Mark Gertler worked at a stained
glass makers whilst David Bomberg
MANNA AUTUMN 2006

was an apprentice in chromo1ithography. Rosenberg worked for the
firm for five years though he hated his
work and wrote about it to his friend,
the schoolmistress Miss Seaton as
follows:

`It is horrible to think that all these

hours when my days are full of vigour
and my hands and soul craving for selfexpression, I am bound, chained to this
fiendish mangling-machine without
hope and almost desire of deliverance
and the days of youth go by. I really

seriously.'

Despite the long hours that he
worked, Rosenberg had a thirst for
knowledge and spent his spare time
attending evening classes. He first
attended classes in industrial arts at the
LCC School of Photoengraving and
Lithography and then went to Birkbeck
where he studied with the Slade trained
artist Frank Emanuel.
In 1910, he first made contact with
the Jewish Educational Aid Society to
try and organize a means of escape
from Henschel's. The Jewish
Educational Aid Society was founded
in 1896, the outcome of a set of
resolutions of the education committee
of the Maccabeans recommending that
grants be made to enable Jewish
children of promise to enter higher
education, train for professions related
to the pursuit of the arts.
Artists had to show a great deal of
promise to receive a grant from the
Society, and once studying they were
carefully monitored. If they failed to
make progress, grants were soon
terminated. It is interesting to note that

many of the artists to whom they
awarded grants did succeed in making
a name for themselves. David
Bomberg and Mark Gertler both
received grants as did a young Jewish
sculptor of `unusual promise'
recommended in October 1905 by the

name of Jacob Epstein.
When Rosenberg's case was first
discussed by the JEAS, the artist
Solomon J. Solomon RA and art critic
Marion Spielmann strongly recommended him but it was decided for the
time being to initiate discussions with
his employer about his talent and to
send bin to evening art classes. Two
months later they reported that he had
lost his job at Hentschel's but that his
talent was being wasted at work in any
case. They discussed two altematives

for him, either that they found him
work as an advertisement designer and
sent him to evening classes or that they
find him work with Sir Adolph Tuck,
the greetings card magnate, who was
Vice President of the JEAS. At this
stage they noted that he `also had a
good talent for writing poetry.' However, in April 1911, they heard that

Professor Brown had advised against
taking him at the Slade and so `It was
resolved to infom Rosenberg that the
Society could not assist him and suggest that he should take up a less
ambitious career in which his artistic
talent might assist bin. ' That probably
meant a commercial art career similar
to the one that he had already been
following.
Rosenberg had left Hentschel's in
eady 1911. At first he was delighted,
writing to Miss Seaton `Congratulate
me! I've cleared out of the shop, I hope
for good and all. I'm free - free to do

anything, hang myself or anything
except work... I'm very optimistic,
now that I do not know what to do and
everything is topsy-turvy.' This was
followed by a quick return to the real
world when he realized `1 am out of
work. I doubt if I feel the better for it,

much as the work was distasteful,
though I expect it is the hankering
thoughtoftheconsequences,pecuniary
etc that bothers me.' Luckily for
Rosenberg, before he learnt of his
rejection by the JEAS, he had had a
lucky meeting in the National Gallery
that changed the course of his artistic
career. One day in March 1911 whilst

copying Velasquez's Philip IV, he
caught the attention of another visitor
who was also painting. He describes
the meeting in his short story,
Rz4c7o/p73e, written a month later. He

looked up and saw a lady at an easel
gazing intently at him and painting. `1
an painting the interior and you just
happen to fit in well,' she called out to
him.
This lady was Lily Delissa Joseph
(1863-1940) sister of Solomon J

Solomon RA and a painter in her own
right who regularly exhibited at the
Royal Academy. Rosenberg told his
friend Joseph Leftwich about his
meeting with Ms Joseph and Leftwich
duly recorded the episode in his diary.
Leftwich wrote that Mrs Joseph
explained her method of working to
Rosenberg. Mrs Joseph's paintings
were quite experimental and avantgarde and she was particularly
influenced by the Impressionists in
terms of the brushstrokes that she used
and her interest in light. However, she
was also noted for her use of `an
extremely limited palette'.
Mrs Joseph explained her method of
using limited colour to Rosenberg and
gave him just three colours to paint
something. Leftwich reports how he
found Rosenberg painting in his
kitchen and we know he then called at
her home as promised. Ms Joseph was
obviouslyimpressedwithhisworkand
introduced him to her family. There
areanumberofRosenberg'ssmalloils,
mostly painted on panel, that date from
around this time. Those that date from
before the meeting show that
Rosenberg was already interested in
emulating the loose handling of paint
of the French Impressionists and he
triedtopaintoutsidee77p/ez.#czz.rbuthe

tended to use bright and vibrant
colours. hterestingly, in many of the
works dated 1911, Rosenberg seems to

Self Portrait with Candles Of Lily Delissa Joseph, Ben Uri
Gallery, London Jewish Museum Of Art
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have taken Mrs Joseph's teachings to
heart as he uses colour a lot more
sparingly.
However, he showed how he could
vary his style with his wonderfully
serious self p`ortrait now in the Tate, a
much more formal work painted in a
traditional style. The palette is again
restrained, with earthy browns
dominating but the whole composition
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enlivened by the artist's red scarf. This
is the first of many selfportraits but the
only one where the artist confronts the
viewer directly with his gaze, showing
a confidence which is not so evident in
other self portraits. Rosenberg
probably painted it to demonstrate to
theJEAShi§talentandso,presumably,
hewantedtoappearaconfidentpainter
and student.
Ms Joseph had one niece, Ruth who
had artistic talent and was going to the
Slade and so, with the help of her sister,
Ruth's mother Ms Heurietta Lowy,
and her friend Ms Herbert Cohen, it
was agreed to help bin and sponsor
him through the Slade. At this point
Ms Cohen took over the care of the
young man.
One historian of the Slade has
whtten `Undoubtedly it was during the
yearsl893-1914thatthesladeenjoyed
its greatest vitality' . It was regarded as

far more modern than the Royal
Academy Schools and had a more
mixedintakewithanumberofworking
class students and plenty of women.
Nevertheless, it was still described by
Paul Nash as `a typical English Public
School seen in a nightmare' and one
can imagine that Rosenberg may have
found it somewhat overwhelming.
Gertler was a great mimic who soon
picked up the upper class accents of his
contemporaries but according to his

friend the artist Amschewitz,
`Rosenberg never got rid of an
appalling cockney accent which was in
extraordinary contrast to the rare
sensibility of his poetic work.'
Rosenberg was bullied by an antiSemitic student named Alvo Guevara
until Bomberg arrived at the school,
blacked Guevara's eye and put a stop
to the incidents.
Rosenberg was nevertheless very
proud of his school. He wrote to his
ffiend Miss Seaton `1 am studying at
the Slade, the finest school for drawing
in England. I do nothing but draw,
draw.,
Whilst he was at the Slade,
Rosenberg wrote a number of essays
about art and even succeeded in having
a review published in 27ze tJewz.5¢
C7zro7ez.c/e. In this, he writes of an

exhibition by his friend the artist
Amschewitz held at the Baillie
Galleries but begins it with an
interesting discussion about the Jewish
contribution to art.
`If one were to wak into the Baillie
Galleries, Bruton Street, without
knowing the name of the artist, one
would not suspect for a moment the
parentage of this remarkable progeny.
Whether this is something to be
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deplored or not is beside the question
here as it is the inevitable result of ages
of assimilation and its blame. . . is to be
placed on the causes that made us a
race and unmade us as a nation. Yet
though these causes have deprived us

Whilst Rosenberg
was at the Slade
students began to
take am interest in
avant-garde art.
Riosenberg did f ;or
a short period

experinent in a
sinilar way but
soon reverted to a
more traditional
pawning style
of any exclusive atmosphere such as
our literature possesses, they have
given that which nothing else could
have given. The travail and sorrow of
centuries have given life a more
poignant and intense interpretation
while the strength of a desire of ages
has fashioned an ideal which colours
all our expressions of existence. '
It is worth noting that Rosenberg,
who explored his Jewish identity in his
poetry, did not paint pictures that
reflected the Jewish experience. In this
he was different from his friends.
Bomberg's famous Z7!e A4#c7bcJ#2 is a

modemist depiction of the Russian
Vapour Baths whilst Gertler painted a
whole series of works of Jewish
subjects. However, in his review we
see that the intensity that we see in
Rosenberg's portraits was, in his eyes
anyway, the way that he felt he was
expressing his Jewish identity.
Whilst Rosenberg was at the Slade
students began to take an interest in
avant-garde art. Rosenberg did for a
short period experiment in a similar
way but soon reverted to a more
traditional painting style. Later, he
expressed his distaste for Futurism in a
lecture as follows: `The only sensation

I have ever got from a Futurist picture
is of a house falling. . . It is too purely
abstractanddevoidofanyhumanbasis

to ever become intelligible to anybody
outside the creator' s serf. '
It may, however, have been
problems with his sponsor M:s Cohen
that led to this early break 6ff with the
avant-garde. In 1912, Rosenberg wrote
to Ruth Lowy: `1 have had a bit of a
scuffle with Ms Cohen lately. She was
very disappointed at my picture and
said she was sure I could have done
better. . . She said that unless I get into
a more healthy style of work she won't
help me.' Letters from Rosenberg to
Ms Cohen reveal that there was some
breakdown in relations. One of these
makes it clear that she is not satisfied
by his artistic progress for he writes `1
am very sorry I have disappointed you.
If you tell me what was expected of me
I shall at least have the satisfaction of
knowing by how much I have erred.
You were disappointed in my picture
for its unfinished state.' This suggests
that she may have been complaining of
a more avant-garde aspect to his art.
So who was this Ms Cohen who at
this point decided to hold back some of
Rosenberg's allowance even though
his report for the first year at the Slade
had been successful and he had
`surpassed expectations' according to

the minutes of the JEAS? Ms Herbert
Cohen was born Jennie Salaman, the
sister of the well-known Doctor
Redcliffe Salaman who worked nearby
at the London Hospital. Like her
brother, Mrs Cohen was very
concerned about the Jewish poor of the
East End and was connected with a
number of charities in this area. A
profile of her was published in 77ze JC
in 1902 in an article about Jewish
Women's Work in Philanthropy and
Education.
From this we can see that her
behaviourtoRosenbergwasverymuch
in character and she was used to
controlling other young people for
whom she acted as guardian. The
articledescribesherworkwiththegirls
from Norwood as many of possible of
who were trained for domestic service
as there was a large demand for Jewish
servants. It explains how Mrs Cohen
kept track of these girls. `To every girl
a member of the Committee attaches
herself as a guardian and friend and
from that time she becomes an chject
ofindividual attention. In Mrs Cohen' s
casebook are entered full particulars of
each girl during the time she is in
domestic training - her name, her
character in school, her intended
occupation, her friends and other
remarks about her. ' These women kept
track of the girls for three years after
they left Norwood. Mrs Cohen
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obviously felt she had to keep a
sirrilady Close watch on Rosenberg.
At this point, Rosent]erg went to the
JEAS and explained to the Honorary
Secretary hdr Lesser the problems he
was having with Ms Cohen. Within
two weeks, the committee had decided
to take over paying for his fees and
administered the remaining funds from
Ms Cohen. From then on it was hfr
Lesser who acted as Rosenberg's
guardian and it was to him that he
turned with his problems. Lesser
helpedRosenberginanumberofways.
The JEAS paid for eye treatment for
him, they financed a convalescent
holiday for bin in Bournemouth, and,
in 1914, when Rosenberg had yet more
health problems, they paid for his
passage to South Affica where he went
to jo.in his sister Minnie and her
husband.
In South Africa Rosenberg was
inspired by the light and colours of the
new landscape, writing `This place is
gorgeous, just for an artist.' . Whilst in
South Africa he made some progress
in earning a living as an artist and
teacher, receiving portrait commissions and some lecturing work.
Portraits predominate in his work
from this period, probably because he
wanted to Cam his living by painting
commissions, though most of the work
was actually self portraits or portraits
of his family. He painted a number of
self portraits in South Africa, the bestknown of which is in the National
Portrait Gallery. In most, he wears a

suit with white collar and tie and a hat.
In none of these portraits does he look
directly at the viewer. Instead he gives
us again and again the same sideways
glance out from under hooded lids and
the shadow of his hat. He does not
disclose much and reveals to us only
what a private character he was.
He also painted portraits of some
black men and women. It is interesting
to study these as they were made at a
time when many of his contemporaries

were fascinated by Africa and in
particular African art. Epstein was a
prodigious collector of African
sculptures and even in his portrait
drawings of white sitters, the
inspiration provided by these is visible

and brings an excitement and
modemity to his wol.k. This was not
the case with Rosenberg who treated
his black sitters similarly to white
sitters. He painted one black woman
who appears to be a servant but
actually looks out at us quite proudly.
In contrast, the man that he painted is
deferential, the portrait a more typical
submissive view of a black African
male.
Rosenberg returned to England in
1915. He soon realized how difficult it
was to survive as an artist and in
desperation at ever earning a decent
wage, he enlisted in the army.
After this he seems to have only
painted two more oil paintings. The
first was of his friend John Rodker's
wife Sonia and the other his fi.iend, the
artist Clara Bimberg. In these two

works, he heightens the colour by
painting the background blood red.
This could be symbolic, reminding us
of the period in which the portraits
were painted. Both works certainly
have a melancholy air. The sitters look
away from the viewer, lost in deep and
seemingly unhappy thoughts.
We know that although rarely able
to draw whilst in the army, at was still
important to Rosenberg. In November
1915, he was injured in an accident
and was hospitalized. Whilst
recuperating, he wrote to his patron
Sidney Schiff: `If I could get a small
watercolour box with a decent sketch
block pencil paper about 12 x 10 I
might do something Sundays. The
landscape is quite good.' Schiff duly
sent him materials and Rosenberg
wrote back to tell him: `1 sketched an

invalid in the blue uniform but I must
give it to him. I got a deal of pleasure
in painting after so long a rest.'
Rosenberg finally went to France in
June 1916 and after that was only able

to produce a few hurled drawings. He
did produce one more self portrait, the
dedyrty rri!orving Self Portrait with Steel
jze/77€ez which was made with chalk

and gouache on crumpled wrapping
paper. In this he is still unable to look
at the viewer full on and still gazes out
from under a hat. The drawing is faint
and ghost-like. The artist appears
weary. There is a sense of form
dissolving.
Isaac Rosenberg is now recognized

as a great poet but what of his
achievements as a painter? He was
certainly a good and able portrait
painterbuthedidnothavethedazzling
talent displayed by both Bomberg and
Gertler. The fact that they were so
ready to embrace the avant-garde
suggests their greater confidence in
their painting skills. Nevertheless, both
found it a huge struggle to make a
living as artists. Had Rosenberg
survived the War, it is unlikely that he
would have been more successful as a
painter. What we do have as a result of
his talent though is a series of self
portraits which give us another insight
into this talented young man. For after
that confident start, they exhibit the
same sense of anxiety that comes out
in so many of his letters and writings I
IIII::1A` `WT3;;END;R studied at St Edmund Hall,

Portrcat Of M's Herbert Cohen by ALlfred Wolmark,
Ben Uri Gallery, London Jewish Museum Of Art
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Oof;ord and the Courtc[uld lnstinite Of Art. She
has been art critic OfThe Jewish Chaowicle since
1993 and also works as a freelanee educational
consultant for museums. This is a shortened
version Of a lecture given at a day seminar
orgcwized by the Jewish East End Celebration
Society to celebrate the life and work Of Isaac

Rosenberg held in April at Toynbee Hall where
Rosenberg himself attended lectures.
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me to write about Israel at
WHY ISthis
IT time?
SO DIFFICULT for
Just a month and a half ago, as the
terrible month of the war drew to a
close, I found the words were just
racing off my fingers on to the screen
of my computer.
I have always believed that I have to
follow my passions and I will find what
I am looking for in life. Thirty years
ago this past summer I followed my
passion and left South Africa for a new
life in Israel. I left a complicated
country which I loved very much in
spite of itself, in spite of myself. Why
leave something you love?
`Why move on from one love to
another' might not sound like the type
of question one finds in an article in a
joumal like A424JVIV4. A4:4NIVL4 is a

journal of the `head'; a joumal where
one puts forward cogent arguments;
where one takes pride in the ability to
string together a set of logical statements in a way which will persuade the
readers of A44NM4 that one is right and
that the truth lies with the writer.
I suppose that this is why it is so
difficult for me to write about Israel
right now for A44N7VA . I am aware that
three of us, Meirav Kallush, Rabbi
Jeffrey Newman and I have been asked
to write about Israel in the aftermath of
the war and in the aftermath of the
conversations and disagreements we
have had over the past months about
the tactics, strategies and policies of
the Israeli Leadership.
But I want to write about love and

passion. About wby I must make my
life in a place which moves me to tears
at least once a week. Tears are such a
wonderful physical reaction because
they can come from so many places;
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PASSION

Julian Resnick
from pain, from love, from fear, from
frustration, from passion, from the
deepest feelings of belonging.
I cannot write about the questions I
have about th,e quality of leadership at
this moment in Israel or the questions I
have as to the way the last forty-eight
hours of the war were handled; about
the painful question as to why so many
of those who lost their lives seemed to
come from certain narrow slices of
Israeli society or as to why the haves
are suffering a small dent to their
portfolio while the have nots are trying
desperately to survive the economic
dislocation of the war.
Nor do I want to take the stand that I
took just a short time ago about our
inalienable right to defend ourselves
from those who wish to destroy us, not
defeat us so as to negotiate about the
Shaba farm, an area smaller than
Finchley, but to destroy us so that the
Middle East is free of `Jewish vermin'.
I do not wish to show that in the main
the bombing campaign of the Israeli
Air Force was conducted in the most
ethical way that any modem Air Force
has ever managed to wage an air
campaign or to dispute the number of
Lebanese civilians killed or to ensure

that the readers are aware of the
incredible pressure put on the Western
journalists in Southern Lebanon by
their Hezbollah minders.
I want to write about the night walk
in the Old City of Jerusalem that I did
this week. A night walk which began
with a visit to David's Citadel to see an
exhibition entitled So"77c7s which filled

the inner walls of the citadel with
wonderful, fantastic oversized musical
instruments which create beautiful
harmonic sounds and move together
with strange bursts of light on walls
which show the imprints of the
Hasmonean dynasty, of King Herod,
of Suleiman the Magnificent. Orly, my
wife and I climbed to the top of
Phasael's tower and looked over a wide
vista of Jerusalem at night and saw the
glorious Dome of the Rock and, with
our mind's eye, Abraham walking
along with Isaac from the area of
today's Talpiot and Jabl Mukaber over
to Mount Moriah for the ,4kec7cz,

Binding of Isaac, and one of the most
powerful stories to which all Western
people are heirs. In the distance - the
Mount of olives and its slopes covered
in graves from the medieval period
onwards, Jews asking to be buried near
the path the Messiah will take so that
they can rise up to greet him. And just
nearby, as we are all witnesses to the
dominant cultures in the societies we

grew up in, we saw the Garden of
Gethsemane, the place of the betrayal
of Jesus and part of a story which has
haunted us Jews in Europe over
centuries.

We walked down the stone stairs of
what remains of the tower, twenty-six
meters out of the original forty, and
began our walk through the alleyways
of the Jewish Quarter with the strains
of se/z.cfeoJ in the large number of little
synagogues and )/es¢z.vof. The area was
filled with thousands of children on
school trips from all over Israel as well

as teenagers from youth movements
and adults doing the sc/I.cfoof night
hikes so common in Jerusalem during

the ten days between Rosh Hashanah
and Yom Kippur. We stopped near the
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I am not a
mystic or blind
to the intensity

Of these tines in
Israel. My days

here are filled
with argument
cued discttssion

in a way that is
so Israeli. I

argue both on
the side Of

four Sephardi synagogues on our way
down to the Kotel and passed a group
listening to and singing with the
wonderful Yair Rosenblum version of
Unetanei Tokef. So beautiful and yet
so painful, combining the pain of
medieval communities caught up in the
vile destruction by the Crusaders of
Jews as they made their way to save
the Holy Land from the infidels with
the pain of modem Israel after the
terrible loss of life during the Yom
Kippur War. The music inspiring,
painful, filled with memories of
moments shared and moments shared
even though we were not there in
person - we were, after all, together
not only at Sinai, but also on a number
of other profound moments in Jewish
history and those memories are part of
our identity today.
And, it all begins to come together. I
cannot write about Israel from the head
only, let others do that. I must write
from the heart as well. I must try when
I write of Israel to write as lovers do. I
must try and bring you into some of the
mystery of se/z.cfeof at midnight in
Jerusalem. I want it to be about the

mystery even though I am aware of the
controversy surounding the future of
Jerusalem and even though I am
prepared to sit down with almost any-

one and suggest that we find a way to
share Jerusalem so that I can feel
comfortable joining those who are observing Ramadan for an evening meal
and invite them to walk with me to
share the sounds and sights o/se/z.cfeof.
I am not a mystic or blind to the
intensity of these times in Israel. My
days here are filled with argument and
discussion in a way that is so Israeli. I
argue both on the side of bilateral

agreements and of strong military
responses to all of those who would
lift a finger to harm an Israeli child, an
Israeli grandmother, an Israeli soldier.
I argue both for our politicians to grasp
at any opportunity to sit down with
those who might just be speaking the
language of peace and on the side of
building fences and walls to keep out
those who wish to blow themselves up
in our midst. I argue both for the long
term policy of peace making and the
sharing of this land which is so special
to me and for short term strategies
which enable my oh so independent
Israeli children Elad, Maya and
Daphne to travel safely on public transport tomorrow and next Wednesday.
I do this all because I love my
family. I care desperately about the
Jewish People and Israel and I want all
people to live lives filled with Peace I

bilateral
agreements and
Of strong

military
responses to all
Ofthosewho
would lif it a

f imger to harm
an Israeli child,
am Israeli

grandmother, an
Israeli soldier.
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I wanted my daughter Khadrah, 16,
to go. My letter reached the local
director for the Arab girls from both
sides, Silvi, who advised me how to

/or Pecrce through their website. I
I FIRST
found
IIEARD
what ABOuT
looked cRE4
like 7Tpr7Ty
a great
programme for peace-minded girls. It
involves travel to New Mexico, USA,
and brings together Jewish Israeli, Arab

HOW
WE GOT
TOGETHER

Israeli and Palestinian teenage girls.
They stay for two weeks and the aim is
to help them to a better understanding
of each other through art, dance, music,
shopping, and general fun.
To qualify, they must (a) speak
reasonable English, (b) get their
parents' pemission to go, (c) secure
US visas from the embassy in
Jerusalem. All these qualifications
present problems, but only the last
problem became mine.

Karen Abuzant

the Israeli Jewish girls. Later, when the
lucky girls had been selected, I was
asked by Silvi to chaperone them to
Jerusalem to secure their US visas. We
arranged that all the fourteen girls
would meet in Jerusalem after the
interviews at the consulate, to get to
know each other.
So our great adventure began. Silvi
could not get travel permits for us to
enter Jerusalem, so we had to try

getting them from our local District

*Jifer

I.` Th Palcsthian Authority
In the two previous issues Of
MAENNA we carried, somewhat
controversially, a long article by
Lyrme Reid Banks on a week spehi
on the West Bank and some
responses. The third and final part Of
the `trilogy' is an article by Karen,

put Khadrah forward for the camp. I
also got to know Anael, the director for
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the American woman, married to a
Palestinian, witl. whom Lynne Reid
Banks stayed. Our first i:nstinct was,
in the circumstances, not to complete
the project and not publish Karen's
story. But much Of the rest of this
issue of MJENA consists Of Jewish
voices a"l it seemed wrong to
suppress `the other side' -whether
one is with Resniek or with Newman
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On either side

Co-ordination Office. Two of our girls

- Majd and Rughd, sisters - and their
mother, got theirs on Monday. On
Tuesday I presented myself at the local
District Co-ordination Office to get
permits for Khadrah, Diana, who is
half Russian, and myself. But try as I
might, I could not convince the Israeli
officer in a polite, logical, yet firm
manner, that according to international
law he could not deny me access to my
consulate. When I argued, the officer
screamed at the top of his lungs,
C Marfouth, marfouth, marf outh! ' `denied' . I was very upset. I gave him a

few sharp words and left.
Diana's mother and I decided that
even if we could not get into Jerusalem
on our foreign passports, at least we'd
be able to get the girls from Tulkarem
and Jenin together in Ramallah, so they
could get to know each other, which

Of the road we
sow the
settlements cmd
Arab villages.
The cliff;erence

was quite stark.
would help their confidence before the
Camp.

The Tulkarem group - Khadrah,
Diana, Majd, Raghd, Sireen their
mother, my younger daughters Tamera
and Sariyah - I could not leave them at
home -and of course me, their capable
chaperone, all met at the bus station to
begin our jouney.
We had the usual bumpy ride over
unpaved, winding roads to our flrst
roadblock. Waiting in the line, the girls
looked at the soldiers and tried to
decide if they were male or female,
because in their baggy uniforms and

helmets they all looked alike. We
talked about how hot it must be for
them. Some said they deserved to be
uncomfortable for all the hassle they

give us. I reminded them that every
able-bodied Israeli has to serve in the
army or face imprisonment. We
contrasted the decent behaviour of
some to that of others who obviously
enjoy making our lives a misery.
On either side of the road we saw the
settlements and Arab villages. The
difference was quite stark.
After four more roadblocks and
three and a half hours on the road, we
finally arrived in Ramallah. After
several attempts we found a nice, clean,
cheap hotel, the Menarra. Later we
were joined by the Jenin group,
exhausted and hungry after five hours
on the road. We sent out for chicken
continued on next page
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dinners and sat down together to
become acquainted.
The Menarra had not enough rooms
for all of us, so I talked to the owner
and he agreed to make a sort of
dormitory for the girls in the
conference room. Six beds were set up,
pretty as you please, and it worked out
great - though they did not get much
sleep for talking all night. It was hard
to get them up in the moming, but we
finally said `Wagons, ho!' and set off
at 8.30 am.

The last time I was in Kalandia, the
crossing-point between Ramallah and
East Jerusalem, it was just a roadblock.
Now it is a massive terminal with
several gates, electrically controlled
turnstiles, metal detector door frames
and baggage scans. All the soldiers are
behind a cement barrier and thick
bullet-proof glass.
The flrst to enter were the Jenin
group. There was a problem with the
younger of two sisters, who is still
registered on her mother's %oi4;eczfe, or

Palestinian ID. Maysoon, their leader,
tried to explain, but the soldiers did not
seem to understand, so I asked the
officer to let me come in and help. I
managed to convince them that when
Hind was born, during the first intifada,
bureaucracy was in chaos, which was
why even her birth certificate was not a
regular one. The soldiers got
permission by phone from their
superior to let her pass.
Now it was Majd, Rughd and their
mother's turn to shoot the rapids. This
time the trouble was that Rughd did
not have her own travel permit. I
explained that the DCO in Tulkarem
had refused to issue it, saying that if
she travelled with her mother she did
not need her own travel permit.

There was a
religious man
standing in line
with us. He heard
me speck English
and asked me
where I was from
in the States. I
told him Toledo,
Ohio. TThen he
them discovered

that I had
travelled f rom
Tulkarem, he
inmediately
stopped talking
to us and made
the wall his
best friend

Scenery on the road to Jerusalem
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Another phone call to the obliging
officer and they were in.
Now the real challenge: my family
and Diana. I gave them our US and
Diana's Russian passports. The first
thing they asked for were the visas. I
told them we did not need one because
we were West Bank residents, and
produced our ¢oi4;eczfes. But we had no

travel permits. I told them the DCO in
Tulkarem had told us we could travel
on our passports - a little white lie.
They were very kind and helpful, but
finally they said we would have to see
the DCO here in Kalandia. Realizing
that this might take some time, and
knowing the US visa interviews would
not wait, I told the Jenin group to go on
and we'd meet them, God willing, at
the US consulate.
The local DCO was a very nice,
helpfulyoungman,.buttryashemight,
appealing to one superior after another,
he could not give us travel permits
because we lived outside their
jurisdiction. I realized he'd done his
best to help us, so I thanked him and
left.

Our little group now held a powwow
to decide whether we should give up or
try to get into Jerusalem through the
`back door'. The vote was unanimous:
Jerusalem, here we come. We found a
taxi who agreed to help us. He took us
to several illegal crossing points,
asking about the safest and easiest
place to cross. We were directed to a
small grove of trees in a quiet
neighbourhood. There was an opening
in a fence that divided Ramallah from
Jerusalem. On either side was barbed
wire and a big boulder that you had to
climb over. We made it with one
casualty - my six-year-old who got
some wire scratches on her arm.
Now to go down to the main street
without being stopped. We passed a
patrol, but they did not speak to us. We
found a bus right away that took us to
the consulate.
We arrived at llam, two and a half
hours for a fifteen minute trip, but did
not find the others waiting. We got in
line. There was a man - obviously
religious, by his dress - standing in
line with us. He heard me speak
English and asked where I was from in
the States. I told him Toledo, Ohio. We
started chatting. There was some talk
of latecomers not getting in today. I
said that because I have to travel from
Tulkarem, and go through such
hardships to get there, that they usually
make an exception for us even if we
arrived late. Well, I could have
smacked him in the face and he would
not have been more stunned. He
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the Arab girls -Anael, the director i;or the Israeli Jewish girls and Karen afar right)
immediately stopped talking to us and
made the wall his new best friend. I
have had this reaction before so I was
not surprised, but my daughter
Khadrah asked the man why he'd
stopped talking to me when he heard I
was from the West Bank Once again
he seemed stunned. He said he was just
surprised, and began talking to me
again. I thought one of our little peacemakers was starting work early.
The Jenifl group arrived at about
11.20 am, Silvi and Anael shortly
afterwards.
When the visas had been safely

secured, we all went to the hotel for the
meeting. The Arab and Jewish Israeli
girls had begun to arrive. htroductions
came first,thenthegamesbegan.There
was a `mingling' game, getting into
groups, talking about favourite music,
movies, places, and what they hoped
for from the carp. Each group was
asked to invent a dance. I saw that
being creative together was breaking
down barriers and they were
responding beautifully and getting
comfortable with each other.
After that Anael sat us down and
described the camp and its mles. Any
questions? They asked Anael, an
Israeli Jew, how she got involved. She
told how she went to the wake of Asil
Asleaeh, the Israeli Arab boy who was
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Our girls
commented on
how surprised
they were that the
Israeli girls were
so sweet and
open-hearted, and
how rymch they
had in coryi,mon.
shot by the army in Arabah, and how
she became determined to make a
difference. She and several of the girls
were crying by the end. But that had a
bonding effect too.
When the meeting ended, nobody
wanted to leave. The girls kept talking
and some parents who had come,

joined in. Everyone was smiling,
chatting and involved. No one was left
out.

It was as if they'd been lifelong

friends, reunited after being parted by
tragedy, and were afraid of saying
goodbye for fear of losing one another
again.

Outside the New Gate, another
goodbye session, with tears, hugs,
kisses, e-addresses exchanged, photos
taken. The Israelis headed for their
transport. It was getting dark and we
had to hurry to the taxi station to head
for home. While we waited, our girls
commented on how suaprised they
were that the Israeli girls were so sweet
and open-hearted, and how much they
had in common. They could not wait to
get to camp now, to see their new
friends again.
Before the trip, they had all said they
were nervous and apprehensive at
meeting Israelis for the first time. They
thought they would be standoffish and
conceited. All their fears had melted
away by the end of the first game. I
cannot tell you how wonderful it was
to see at first hand the miracle that
happens when you get these kids
together.
Some people may not see the benefit
of youth programmes like CrecrJz.1;I.fy

/or Peczce, butjust to see these children
of our enemy states come together and
become fast friends and act like normal
teenagers together... that is the proof

of the pudding .
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Q; The US Je:wish community is ,
and successful. What brings
here?
A: I was quite content in my pos
in Washington DC, where
brother lives with his family.
after twenty-nine years in pL
academic positions, the last tw
of
which
were
teac]
undergraduates, I was attractei
the opportunity to play a leader
role at LBC, to work with r
mature and serious students,
through the College to hal
signiflcant impact on Jewish li
the UK.
Q.. Most Jews in the UK are
second or third generation. A]
`All-American '

BARRY HYVAN
IN CONVERSATION WITH

RABBI PROFESSOR
JVIARC SAPERSTEI N
-new Principal of Leo Baeck Cottege

gives his first frol UK interview

or

migrant stock?
A: No ancestors on the May flo
members of the `Daughters o
American Revolution' . My fat

parents immigrated to the U
States in the late 1890s.

mother's parents were born in
York to immigrant parents.
Q; Was your family backgro
committed Jewish one?
A: Great-grandfathers on both side
my family were Orthodox rat
My grandmother's uncle was
early graduate of Hebrew UI
College, my father's uncle an e
graduate of the Jewish Instituti
Religion. My father was a con
gational Reform rabbi, respe(
and beloved, in Lynbrook, L
Island from 1933 until his rei
ment in 1980. My brother D€

and I grew up in a home wl
Jewish observance seemed nat`
though not especially strict.
looked forward to Friday n
services. A strong commitmem
Israel, World Jewry, and so
justice was part of the air
breathed.
Q.. Was being a rabbi a long
ambition?
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A: While it always seemed to be an
option, I did not make the decision
until my final year of undergraduate studies. Sometimes, only
half in jest, I have said that the
decision my brother and I made to

go to HUC-JIR was not an emulation of our father but a rebellion
against our mother, who thought
that one rabbi in a family was
enough. Upon ordination as a rabbi,
I decided to continue for a PhD,
keeping open the possibility that I
would be a congregational rabbi. I
had a small half-time congregation
in the Boston area for thirteen
years. In a sense, in my new
position, I am now returning to my
rabbinical roots.
Q.. Where did you study your Judaism?
A: In the religious school of the synagogue - I did not attend a Jewish
Day School -a few elective courses
atUniversity,wheretheHillelRabbi
Benzion Gold provided another,
more traditionalist role model, the

New York School of Iluc-JIR, the
Hebrew University in Jerusalem MA in Jewish History and Hebrew
Literature - Medieval Jewish Studies at Harvard a'h.D.
Q.. You've been in many academic
posts in the US. Can you tell us

about then?
A: I held the first regular appointment
in Jewish Studies at Harvard
Divinity School, offering a range
of courses to candidates for the
Protestant ministry as well as others
in BA and MA programmes. In
1986 I moved to a new Chair in
Jewish History at Washington
University in St. Louis. I was head
of an interdisciplinary programme
in which the Jewish Studies and the
Islamic Studies faculty worked
closely together, and all students
were required to take at least one
course in a tradition not their own.
In 1997 I moved to a similar
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position at George Washington
University in Washington DC,
much closer to other members of
my family.
Q.. You've written several books and
articles. What are your chosen
topics?
A: After my first book, based on my
doctoral dissertation, I have
focused for the past twenty-five
years on the history of Jewish
preaching and the sermon as a
source for Jewish history, literature,
and thought. I have three large
books on this topic, and a fourth on
American and Anglo-Jewish
Preaching in Times of War (18002001) to be published by the
Littman Library next year.

Q: Have any family members come
here with you?
A: I am divorced after a marriage of
thirty years. My two daughters are
grown and independent. My
partner, Tamar De Vries Winter, a
silversmith and enameller who is a
maker of Judaica ritual objects,
lives in Cambridge, which has
made moving to London a lot less
daunting than it might have been
had I come here totally on my own.
Q; Are you familiar with the UK, not
to mention its disputatious Jewish
community?
A: I received a Fellowship to study at
Pembroke College Cambridge in

institution bearing the name of one
of the greatest Jewish leaders of the
twentieth century, itself one of the
most important institutions of
Jewish leaming in Europe, and
helping it meet the challenge of

preparing a new generation of
rabbis and Jewish educators for the
twenty-first century.
Q.. All newcomers bring new ideas. Is
it too early to say if you have
identified any areas where you
hope to irmovate?
A: I hope to build stronger relations
with Jewish Studies professors and
programmes at British Universities,
to recruit more at Universities in
order to attract the best possible
pool of applicants, to publicize and
attract more students into the BA
and MA programmes, to help
broaden the support for the College
so that it will have the secure
financial foundation necessary for
it to maintain and expand its
programmes.
Q: Does your profession leave time for
hobbies?
A: I have brought with me my baby

grand Steinway piano. Although
my peak as a pianist was in 1962, I
hope to have time to make more
music together. I enjoy theatre,
concerts, hiking through beautiful
scenery, e.g. along the Comwall
coast.

1966-1967. I was the Rabbi Hugo
Gryn Visiting Fellow in Religious

Q; Do you have a i;avourite book/film/

Tolerance at the Centre for JewishChristian Relations in Cambridge
during the fall term of 2002, and
have made many briefer visits
during the past five years. I am
cunently receiving an Ulpan-type
education about the `disputatious
Jewish Community', which is in
some ways quite different from that

A: Joyce's I//ys'ses, subject of my
undergraduate thesis/Casablanca/
Chava Alberstein/Mendelssohn's
`Italian Symphony,' Schubert's F

in the US.

Q.. What attracted you to LBC?
A: The privilege of leading

an

singer/piece Of rrmsic?

Minor Fantasy, the second section

of the Brahms Geman Requiem I

HAL:RRY HYMAIl is Vice President Of Radlett
& Bushey R.eform Synagogue and former PR
consultant to RSGB.
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LEO BAECK COLLEGE
RABBINIC COURSE

A five year programme leading to
Rabbinic Ordination.

HEBREw a JEwisH sTUDiEs
BA 8: MA (full and part time) studies available.

M Phil/Phd by research
Diploma in Jewish Studies (3 years part time)
Certificate in Jewish Studies (1 or 2 years)
Occasional students welcome.

EDUCATloN
MA in Jewish Educatl.on (part time)
Advanced Diploma in Professional Development: Jewish

Education (part time)
Foundation Course for Religion School Teachers
JEWISH LIFELONG LEARNING
Community of Learners Programme

For information about LBC's 50th Anniversary

events, contact Nadya Nicola
on 020 8349 5602
Leo Baeck College
Sternberg Centre for Judaism,
80 East End Road Finchley N3 2SY
Tel: 020 8349 5600 Fax: 020 8349 5619
Email: info@lbc.ac.uk Website: www.Ibc.ac.uk
Principal.. Rabbi Prof essor Marc Saperstein
vice Principal.. Rabbi Dr Nlichael Shire
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THE

ANDIE

NEWMAN

ENGAGING

Editor o£ The Jewish Chronicle.

TRACES OF GOD: SEEING GOD
IN TORAH, HlsTORry AND
EVER:YDAY LIFE
by Neil Gillman
Jewish Lights Publishing, Vermont,
2006, ISBN: 1580232493,
216pp, hb, £11.53

unless you are Neil Gillman, rabbi

andDO
nowNOT
author
of several
readable
JEWS
DO
THEOLOGY',
books on precisely the subject that we
do not do. His latest offering, rrc7ces o/
God: Seeing God in Tlorah, History and
Everyc7iey; I,z/e, is an anthology of his
weekly Torah reflections previously
published in 77!e Jei4/isfe 7yeefr.

Neil Gillman seems to have
forgotten that, if not in Torah, then at
least in history and everyday life,
Jewish women have contributed much
to what might be considered
`experiential theology' - the premise
of this
book.
Neil
Gillman's
conservative approach does not really
enable his readers to `think differently'
about Jewish theology. But within the
parameters that he has set himself
rrc7ces o/ Goc7 is not less than an
engaging read.

BOOK PAGE
NEIL GILLMAN
Wnner oF thq Nofomi fewirfu aock Airoid

Frankel's editorship lasted from 1958
to 1991, thus the book covers his
recollections of editorial decisions
about crucial events, such as coverage
of the Six Day War and the Jacobs

Affair,
as
well
as
Frankel's
controversial attempts to provide a

platform for unaffiliated Anglo-Jewish
writers and playwrights - `the angry
young Jewish men' - such as Harold
Pinter, Peter Shaffer and Wolf
Mankowitz.
What engaged me most about this
book was its time-frame. Frankel's
experiences span the majority of the
twentieth century and his reflections
on a varied life, and the people who
inhabited it, make for a compelling
read.

DB

LIVELY
THE ADTreNTUREs oF
RABBI HARVEY
by Steve Sheinkin
Jewish Lights Publishing,
Vermont, 2006, ISBN: 1580233104,
144 pp, pb, £8.91,

JR-B

COMPELLING
TEA VITH EINSTEIN
by William Frankel
Peter Halban Publishers, London,
2006, ISBN: 1 870015 975, 350pp,
hb, £18.99

refers to William Frankel's

THE chance
TITLE meeting
OF THIS
withBOOK
Albert
Einstein when Frankel was working for
the American Jewish Committee in
Boston in the 1940s. `Chance meetings'
is one of the main themes of this book.

We lean about Frankel's friendships
with, and impressions of,
an
impressively wide range of figures from
the Jewish -David Ben Gurion, Isaiah
Berlin, Kitaj, Yehudi Menuhin, Dorothy
de Rothschild and non-Jewish - Harold
Wilson, Edward Heath, Oswald Mosley
-worlds.
The book maps out Frankel's
meteoric rise fi.om the East End s.fefef/
of petticoat Lane in the early 1900s, to
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AI

MUCH AS I IIAD HOPED

enjoy Steve Sheinkin's
aphic rrovel, The Adventures
Of Rabbi Harvey, 1 found its tor\e
slightly
too
worthy.
Sheinkin
transplants a variety of classic Jewish
folk tales, Hasidic legends and
Talmudic teachings into the Western

genre. Wisdom is personified by Rabbi
Harvey. From the reader's first
introduction to the Rabbi, in which he
solves a semantic dispute, we follow
him through a variety of tales such as
`The Bearded Chicken' where he must

convince a boy that he is not a chicken.
The book is illustrated in a
distinctive lino-cut style, with a
monotone palette reminiscent of the
underground comics creator, Seth. But
Sheinkin's good intentions drown
under their own hubris because the tone
is too simplistic for his all-ages
audience. Overall, a less preachy
attitude to the text and a better
understanding of the conventions of
contemporary graphic storytelling
would boost these lively tales I

JJT
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A BOOK OF LIFE:

Embracing Judaism
as a Spiritual Practice
by Michael Strassfeld
Jewish Lights Publishing,
Woodstock, Vermont, 2006,
ISBN 1-58023-247-7,

MEANING & MITzvAH: Dally
Practices fior Reclaining Judaism
Through Prayer, God, Torah,
Hebrew, Mitzyot and Peoplehood
by Rabbi Goldie Milgram,
Jewish Lights Publishing, Woodstock,
Vermont, 2005, ISBN I-58023-256-6,

pb $19.99

pb $19.99

conveying caring rather than hurt to all
the lives I touch this day.'
Rabbi Goldie Milgram also
introduces us to ways in which the
Birkat Hashachar c;an start us off c)rL
the right foot. In her book, A4ec7#z.77g

and Mitzvah, she uses th;e b'racha
`Baruch Ata Adonai Eloheinu Melech

haolam, pokeiach ivrim - blessed a,re
you ,4c7o7?czz., our God, Ruler of the

universe, Who opens the eyes of the
blind. She uses the ideas behind the
a 'rczcfecz to challenge us by asking `In

what
ways
have
you
been
metaphorically blind? Have you
achieved a new vision of someone or
something? Have your eyes been
opened to an injustice?'
Milgram and Strassfeld do not stop
at the moming. Milgram uses Hebrew
letters and Kabbalah, and Strassfeld
uses Talmud and Midrashim to give us
a spiritual way to view work, speech,
feczgr.j77 - festivals - Shabbat, study and
sex. Strassfeld's texts on work, in

GOOD MORNING
Marcia Plumb
HAVE A FRIEND WHO CIIECKS
her diary first thing every moming.
She keeps it by her bed and when
she wakes, she reaches for the diary. She
reads what she has planned for that day

I

and her to-do list. She says it prepares

her for the day. I suspect that many of
us may do something sinilar either out
of choice or anxiety about the events
facing us during the day. But imagine
reading a spiritual to-do list every
moming. If we began each day prepared
for awe and wonder, how different we
might feel about the day ahead. Michael
Strassfeld, in his inspirational and
challenging volume, ,4 Book o/ Lz/e..
Embracing Judaism as a Spiritual
Prc7c#.ce, suggests that before jumping
out of bed, we take a moment to ask
God to bless the work of our hands, and
to keep our hearts open to the
unexpected. Strassfeld uses creative
kczvc7#oZ - meditations that direct our

thoughts - and traditional texts to give
us new insights into how to elevate our
lives. He brings in traditional liturgy
such as Birkat Hashahar, the blessings

of the darn.
Birkat Hashachar a,Ie a, series of
b'rc7c¢o/ and prayers said in the
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moming that, among other things, ask
God to gird us with strength, and
remind us that we are crowned with
glory. These a 'rcrcfeoz tell us that God

can give us courage. They can help lift
us out of a bed of despair or sadness.
These same moming prayers give us

the ultimate to-do list each day - they
remind us to clothe the naked, lift up
the fallen, and support those in need.
Another text Strassfeld cites helps
us start the day on a higher level. The
Kitzur Shnei Luhot Habrit suggests,
`To renew our faith in the moming,

look through your window at the sky
and the earth and recall the verse, Lift
up your eyes on high and see - who
created all this? (Js. 40:26) and think
that God created it all out of absolute
nothingness... Think of how great
God's works are, inanimate and
animate... all humans and creatures
great and wonderful.' This passage
prepares us to be open-hearted to all
those we might encounter each day,
and to see all as part of God's creation,
even the most difficult people. A
creative 4c7vc77ecz¢ Strassfeld offers

begins, `0 God, let me be careful with
my speech and with my deeds

particular, interested me, because a
congregant once came to me for
spiritual guidance about her work. She
felt that her work was meaningless and
she wanted to know how to make her
work life more spiritual, more exalted.
Since then, a number of people I know
have questioned their work as well.
Many feel dissatisfied because they
feel that their work has no real value,
and contributes nothing to society. In
the process of helping my congregant,
I studied a Talmud text that Strassfeld
includes: `Rava said: When they escort

people to their heavenly tribunal after
their death, the tribunal asks: Did you
conduct your business transactions
faithfully? Only then are you asked:
Did you set aside fixed times for Torah
study?' (Shabbat 31a)
Many people believe that `spiritual
moments' only come when we separate
fi-om our daily activities. We either
have to go away into the desert, or the
sea, or listen to music, or pray at length,
for example. But Strassfeld and
Milgram point out that spirituality is
not separate from the daily. All we
need is a new way to look at what we
do on a daily basis. They offer us

questions and texts that we can use to
g;Ive us a. ruach hadashah - a. ri€NI
spirit, a new approach. Milgram, in her
mystical style, suggests that we see our
bodies as forming God's name. Our
head is )/oc7, our hips are fogy, our spine

is i;cry, and our legs fom the final ¢ej;
in yodfJc); yc}v fzdy , the Divine Name
or tetragramaton. If we see ourselves
as embodying God's name, then
`s¢z.vz.Zz.... We carry God's presence

continued on next page
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before us, or within us, at all times.
Strassfeld's book uses Midrashim in a
more scholarly way than Milgram to
make the point that spirituality does
not take us away from our daily life,
but rather can be integrated.
`Joshua said: If people recite two

Halachot in the morning and two
Halachot in the evening, and the rest of
the day is occupied with their work, it
is imputed to them as though they
meditated upon it day and night and
thus fulfilled the entire Torah, all of it. '
(Mekhilta de Rabbi lshmael, Beshallah, va-yassa 3)
`1 heard that a merchant who had
gone to be with a certain fzcrc7dz.k

explained to him apologetically that he
was so involved in his business that he
did not have time to compose himself
and think of religious things. He was
told that whenever he went to the
basement to get some wine to sell, he
should stand there for a few minutes in
meditation on why he had come into
this world, and how he was spending
his time.' (Likkutim Hadashim, p.4a)
For a long time, I prayed three times
a day, as Halacha, Jewish law,
suggests. It changed the way I saw
myself, those with whom I interacted,
and God. Many people would say that
they have not the time or the place to
stop so often. They want a greater sense
of purpose in their lives, but do not
have the time to look for it. Strassfeld
remembers a time when he was part of
a group that said Psalm 30 every day at
3pm. Everyone takes a coffee or toilet
break, even if we skip our lunch. That is
long enough to say a Psalm or to breathe
deeply, or say the S7ze772cr as a way of

reminding ourselves to listen to the best
within us, to God and to each other.
There is a mistaken idea that prayer
and blessings must be said in holy
spaces, like synagogues, or at special
times. There is a prayer that we are
meant to say when we go to the toilet.
Yes, to the toilet. It is known as the
crsfecr j/c7/zczr. It is a prayer that thanks

God for the fact that the openings in
our bodies are open when they should
be and the closed parts of our bodies
stay closed as needed. Otherwise we
could not stand to worship God. This

prayer is the classic `making the
mundane into something exalted'. I
used to say this prayer whenever I
changed my children's nappies. It
turned a smelly, rather unpleasant
endeavour into an opportunity for
gratitude.
As director of the spiritual formation programme at Leo Baeck College,
I am often asked what is spirituality. I
offer different answers based on my
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thinking at that moment, and the one
to whom I am speaking. Here is one
answer: Spirituality is the experience

The lack Of

Hebrew
knowledge can
Often put people

off praying.

Mlgram devotes a
good bit Of space

in her book to both

a basic and
spiritual
understanding Of
Hebrew to enable
people to leap the
language barrier.
She has am

interesting
perspective on the
letters and words

that can be a key
to unlock the
linguistic door.

of gratitude. If we are grateful to be
alive, then we will see the world in a
special way. If we are grateful for our
talents then our self-esteem will remain clear. If we are grateful for love,
then we can be more loving. My
mother has been bedridden for nearly
two years. But every day, we share
what we are grateful for that day.
Every day, she comes up with something. A study was done at a major
hospital of patients recovering from
surgery. Those who wrote down what
they were grateful for every day recovered quicker than those who did
not.
The

Sfeefeec¢cz}/cz#2f

blessing:

Ba:rulch Ata Adonai Eloheinu Melekh
ha-Olam, shehckheyarm, v 'ki'yinanu,
v 'higiyarm, lazman hazeh, Blessed a;Ie
You Eternal our God, Ruler of the
Universe, Who has kept us alive, sustained us, and brought us to this
moment in time, is a good quick way
to offer thanks and to acknowledge
our small and large achievements or
acquisitions. Traditionally we say it
whenever we buy or receive something
new, or experience something for the
first time, or for the first time in a year.
The lack of Hebrew knowledge can
often put people off praying. Milgram
devotes a good bit of space in her
book to both a basic and spiritual
understanding of Hebrew to enable

people to leap the language barrier.
She has an interesting perspective on
the letters and words that can be a key
to unlock the linguistic door.
Milgram's book is more superficially mystical, and will appeal to
people interested in alternative and
`renewal' Judaism. Strassfeld's is

more rooted in Jewish text and traditional theology. Both give new
insights, and can help us in our search
for God and for a soul at peace with
ourselves and others. As Milgram
says, `Spiritual practice reveals that
the Garden of Eden is right where you
are standing and helps you to be here,
now'. I can imagine Strassfeld and
Milgram offering us this final blessing: May our prayers, words and deeds
lead us to a stronger sense of hope,
joy, resilience and peace I
RABBI MARCIA PLUMB z.s !fee Dz.recfor o/
the Spiritual Formation programme at Leo
Baeck College, the rabbi Of Akiva School, and
part-time rabbi at Soulhgate and District
Synagogue. Her special interests are spiritual
development and counselllng, liturgy and
rituals. She has published several articles and
spoken and taught widely on issues of
spirituality and social justice.
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QUEEN ANNH'S BOUNTY
is no more, for this fund established by Queen Anne in 1704

for the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of England

4PL

was merged with the Ecclesiastical Commission in 1948 to
form the Church Commissioners. But the street which

proudly bears her name lives on, vigorously.
There are accountants, architects, solicitors, and surveyors all

A. POORTMAN-

(LONDON) LTD
83ng5 Mansell Street
London . E1 8AN

practising their professions, all anxious to serve their clients
and to maintain the high standards which have come to be
associated with this well-preserved, dignified part of
Georgian London. We have practised here since 1951,
offering clients business management, investment guidance
and specialised tax advice, in addition to the more
conventional accounting and auditing services.
As the years go by the scope of our work widens, and the
calls for our professional help increase, reflecting the fiscal
and commercial complexities of the times: but the results

remain mutually rewarding.

Telephone: 020 7264 5000
Fax: 020 7702 1513 & 020 7480 6513

Email: trading@poortman.com

LEIVIS GOLDEN & C0
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS AND REGISTERED AUDITORS

40 Queen Anne Street, London WIG 9EL
Telephone: 020 7580 7313 Fax: 020 7580 2179

Email: fca@lewis-golden.co.uk

www.poortman.com

NEIL BENSoN FCA
DAVID EDWARDS ACA

ATII

ANDREW Moss FCA

GRAHAM KINCH

STUART WEBBER ACA

KEITH MITCHELL ACCA

Marth Slowe
CIIARTERED SURVHYORS
Star House 104/108 Grafton Road

London NW5 4BD
Tel: (020) 7284 9420
Fax: (020) 7482 4116

Email: ms@martinslowe.demon. co.uk
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THIS WAY, PLEASE
Margaret Harris
A MAPPING REPORT OF
POSITIVE CONTACT BETWEEN
BRITISH MUSLIMS AND
BRITISH JEWS
Alif-Alef uK, London, 2005, £9.99
[Tel. 020 7472 6061]

H;:¥:r:n?eT;Its::o:h?e:anEmd?:::
way that their daily lives are not
clouded by constant menace and fear?
Alongside the question of the
ecological sustainability of our planet,
the challenge of living with diversity is
now the most fundamental we face as
global citizens. In the first six years of
the twenty-first century we have
already had several dramatic examples
of the physical and psychological
destruction that can be wrought by
those who hate others simply because
they are different religiously or
ethnically. Some of those examples
occuITed close to home - in central
London. Ready access to modern
technology and communication
systems means that individuals and
small groups can be no less devastating
than nation states when they put their
minds to terrifying those who are
`other' -unleashing spirals of further
terror and destruction as `the other'
fights back in kind.
So it is urgent to address the difficult
task of building bridges of mutual
understanding and respect between

people of different religions and
ethnicities. This must happen not just
at the level where elders and leaders
exchange viewpoints and search for
conciliation but also at `street level'

where ordinary people have to manage
social diversity as part of their daily
lives. Population migration and the
reality of mixed and complex societies
mean that we are facing a stark choice:
either we lean to live with people who

are different from us - in our
neighbourhood, our country, our
region of the world -or we accept that
our children and grandchildren face a
bleak future of constant fear and threat.
How do we start building those
bridges at street level? Where can we
find examples and models to help us
tackle our current challenges? What
are the experiences of those who have
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sought to get to know the stranger who
dwells next door? What can we leam
from their experiences?
Altbough the situation in Israel/
Palestine has seemed particularly
intractable over the last few years, that
corner of the Middle East has
nevertheless continued to provide
numerous examples of initiatives
which build bridges across religious
and ethnic divides. Sadly the second
intifada succeeded in destroying some
of the networks and activities which
had brought ordinary Jews and Arabs
together, but many of them have
survived the darkest days and new ones
are still appearing. In addition to the
formally organized and widely
publicized initiatives, such as the Max
Rayne School in Jerusalem that
educates local Arab and Jewish
children together, and Neve Shalom
where Jews and Arabs have built ajoint
community, there are numerous more
local and informal initiatives which
bring children together for play:
teenagers together for sporting
activities, young people together to
make music, and bereaved parents
together to share grief and hopes. There
is now even a network organization to
bring together the hundreds of
organizations aiming at Jewish-Arab
co-existence in Israel.

Here in Britain, examples of bridge
building across traditional religious
and ethnic divides are much harder to

find. We do have examples of interfaith
`dialogue' - between Christians and
Jews and more recently between
Christian, Jews and Muslims. From
time to time a curious journalist or
sociologist provides a case study of a
cross-communal
football
team,
cooperation across racial divides in the
inner city, or a drama project which
helps people to `hear' each other's
viewpoints. Despite the occasional
heart-warming anecdote and the
constant
public
chatter
about
`multiculturalism'. what we have

lacked up to now in the UK is any
systematic
attempt
to
gather
information about bridge building
activities, especially those bridge
building activities that happen quietly
at a local level between ordinary
people. That is why a new research
report which maps `positive contacts'
between British Muslims and British
Jews is to be warmly welcomed.
The re;port, A Mapping Report Of
Positive Contact between British
Muslims and British Jews , is pr]hii:shod
by Alif-Alef UK, which is itself a
pioneering example of bridge building
since it brings together Muslims and
Jews in a range of social and
educational activities which break
down barriers, fears and stereotypes.
One of its founders and sponsors is Dr
Richard Stone, who, in addition to
being an Honorary Vice President of
the Movement for Reform Judaism, is
a leading light in this country in the
drive to tackle institutional racism,
Islamophobia and human rights abuses.
The very fact that the Alif-Alef
research was funded and took place at
all is remarkable, given the general
lack of interest up to now in bridge
building in the UK and the historical
caution amongst British
social
scientists about dabbling in sensitive
topics such as race and religion. The
report is pioneering in other ways too.
First, the data was gathered and
analysed by pairs of young Jewish and
Muslim researchers - a seemingly
obvious way to respond to the
methodological problem of bias and
access in social research but one rarely
used in practice, probably because of
the expense involved. Second, the
researchers were not pressed for quick
`data outputs' but allowed sufficient

time to follow up leads and rumours, to
network at local levels, and to make
repeated attempts to contact people
who were initially cautious about
talking to extemal researchers. Again,
allowing time to build research access
seems to be an obvious prerequisite for
mapping activities which are often
hidden from public gaze. Yet few
research sponsors these days have the
foresight to resist bullying social
researchers into quick results.
The outcome of a well-considered
research process in this case is a multiauthored publication which deserves
to be read and debated widely and to be
used as a foundation for new bridge
building activities. It begins by

providing a categorization of the
variety of contacts which occur
between Muslims and Jews: religious
continued on next page
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or theological; pragmatic; political;
cultural or social; and multi-faith. This

provides a useful framework which
helps us to understand both the extent
and the nature of the myriad of contacts
which are actually taking place.
Reflecting on the data gathered, the
report's authors point out the depth and
range of contacts between the two
groupings, especially at the local level
and especially also between younger
people. Contacts range from formal
dialogue through to informal joint arts
and cooking activities. A generally
optimistic picture emerges of mutual
respect developing quickly once
people of the two faiths have a
framework for interacting and
addressing common concerns.
But the report does not shy away
from the challenges of building bridges
between Muslims and Jews. The
manifestations of Islamaphobia and
anti-Semitism on university campuses
are fully recorded, as are the
difficulties faced by individuals who
wish to engage across the divide but
whose family, friends and history place
obstacles in their way. The fact that
Muslims in general are, at present at
least, less numerous in all forms of
bridge building, is noted and the
reasons gently teased out. Throughout
the report, short verbatim quotes from
people interviewed for the research
help to convey the tone and emotions
behind the data.
The report goes well beyond
reporting and reflecting on the data
collected. The final sections pick up
the challenge of developing good

practice with recommendations
grounded in the research evidence. The
need for schools, colleges and youth
groups to be proactive in interfaith
activities is clearly signposted and
there is a realistic discussion about
ways in which the perception of
menace on university campuses can be
mitigated. In addition to practical
suggestions for action, the authors also
explore qualitative issues such as the
need to create safe psychological
`spaces'
for
interaction
and
sympathetic listening; and the way in
which common concerns and common
projects can draw people together at a
local level. A short section signals the
crucial role of community leaders in
setting a good example of positive
contact. That point has been reinforced
since the report was published by
observations of inner city disturbances
in which some leaders of minority
communities appeared to be fanning
the flames of discontent rather than
seeking
to
build peace
and
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The outcome Of a
well-considered
research process in
this case is a
multi-outhored

the `community' and `neighbourhood'
level. Yet it seems to have few ideas to
offer about how such a policy can
actually be implemented. This
pioneering report from Alif-Alef is
packed full with examples of what can
be done, and is being done, to ensure
that we build links across religious and
ethnic divides. Without such bridges
we cannot even dream of a peaceful
`multicultural' society I
PROFESSOR MARGARET HARRIS is

publication which
deserves to be read
and debated widely
and to be used as a

Professor Of Voluntary Sector organization at
Aston Business School, Aston University,

Birmingham and Chair Of the Aston Centre for
Voluntary Action Research. Her research

focuses on the organization c[nd management Of
voluntary organizations; religious congregalions and faith~based agencies. Her book
Organizing God's Work: Challenges for
Churclies and Synagogues wczs pz/ZJ/i.sAed dy
Palgrave in 1998.

f;oundationf;or.now
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bridge building
activities.
reconciliation between neighbours.
The combination of enlightened
sponsorship, appropriate research
methodology, careful data analysis,
and good editing has produced an
excellent report which will be of
interest not only to those who want to
know about the reality of JewishMuslim relations at the grassroots level
but also to those who are keen to
advance positive contacts between all
ethnic and religious groupings in this
country.
As the 2001 Census showed, British
society is changing very rapidly as the
children and grandchildren of the postWorld War 11 immigrants reach higher
education and the labour market. A
recent drive to establish `Faith Forums '
in the new English Regions revealed

for the first time the wide range of
religions, and religious sects which are
keen to be involved in public life and

policy making. We are now living in a
country whose population is a
patchwork of religions and ethnicities.

Most of the members of the many
religions and ethnic groups want to
retain their identity as part of their
group - even while most are also keen
to be part of a broader British society.
Interacting in mutual respect with
people who are `neighbours but
different' is now a requisite social skill
in contemporary Britain.
The British Govemment's declared
policy in response to this cbanging
society is to build `social cohesion' at
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GUIDANCE
EVEN PAGES FOR LYNNE
Reid Banks (A4:4IVAI4 91) and

only three pages for the replies
(A4:4N7VA 92) but while the replies were

interesting and constructive, Banks
article was more of the same sneers and
far too long. What was the purpose of
her article? lh7hat did it add? If she and
her American friend were not happy
with life on the West Bank would they
be happier with tbe free(?) life of a
Muslim country such as Pakistan,
Indonesia or Iran? Instead of climbing
on the `Let's drag Israel down' lobby
which has been responsible for
encouraging more rockets and suicide
bombs in Israel, why do not they go and
`live in Balochistan and write about

governance,
free
speech,
the
environment or even women's rights'.
Israel has democracy and is looking
for peace and security. What is the
West Bank looking for? Peace and
security, yes, but then what form of
government? Will Iran and Syria ever
allow them to become really
independent? The West Bank, if left
alone, could be much happier,
wealthier and democratic if under
Israeli guidance. Lynne Reid Banks
has, like many African countries which
clamoured for independence and then
drove themselves into poverty, not

thought it through I
Louis Solway, a much travelled
environmental engineer
Weybridge, Surrey
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the Education Secretary Alan Johnson
wanted to force Jewish, Catholic and
other faith schools to take one quarter of
their pupils from other or no faiths. He
was routed by a powerful platoon led by
Vincent Nichols, the combative Roman
Catholic Archbishop of Binningham,
our own Rabhi Tony Bayfield, and Chief
Rabbi Jonathan Sacks, and in the process
also lost his last slim hope of succeeding
Tony Blair as premier next spring.
The question now clamouring for an
answer is why Jewish schools are
booming as never before, when Jewish
observance is plummeting as never
before. No one has yet patrolled with a
clipboard to ask parents why they are
sending their kids to Jewish schools,
when their own more observant parents
sent them to secular state or public
schools.

Is it just because their homes are
candle-and -kiddush -free zones on
Friday rights and they hope the religious
school will fill that vacuum and give
their kids some of the attachlnent to
Judaism they do not impart at home?
With rare exceptions that we can count
on an abacus, that is a forlom hope.
The second vision they have is that
their kids will leave school so hooked on
Jewish social life, that they will not find
and marry non-Jewish partners. On the

reality of that I can report from
experience. In every southern English
congregation I have served, a succession
of young men has passed through my
office to talk about the possible
conversion of their non-Jewish partners.
A remarkable number had been to
himanuel College or the Hasmonean
Grammar Scbool. The fact that they
wanted their partners to become Jewish
before they married them, means that
ultimately they did want to marry "in".
But not quite in the way their parents
intended when they sent them to Hasmo
and its rivals.

#
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serial, comes over the radio. This one

tells of a veiled barrister who has been
takenoffhercourtcasebyheremployers
becausethejudgewouldnotacceptpleas
from a faceless counsel. Does it not make

to Ken. Except for a hyena. We do not
need a second one.

*

one long for a wan along the Golders
GreenRoadtoseeallthosewigs,sheitels
and tiechels, those scarves drawn so
tightly around the hairlines, with the
chatty, smiling faces underneath? And
does it not make all those little girls with
wrist length sleeves and skirts down to
the ankle on the hottest day of summer
look almost acceptable? Yes, almost.

*
Th¥a:5:e¥edr:eos:ficgE:o:T:ceh¥d:
an exhibition wall. They were not
begging for food in Bombay, the new
Mumbai, in 2006, but in the Warsaw
ghettoin1941.Andtheywereprivileged.
ForsoontheNazisstoppedthembegging
because they decided on starvation as
the method of exterminating Jews,
before the gas chambers were ready.
I found their haunting picture in a new
museum in Warsaw crammed with
harrowing contemporary photos of the
Ghetto and its 1943 uprising , as well as
of the Polish partisan revolt a year later.
And that museum and its vivid records
keeps the memory of the ghetto and its
half million inhabitants more vividly
alive than the shells of synagogues could
ever do. That museum alone makes
Warsaw worth a visit. So does the city's
mammoth Jewish cemetery with
memorials that bear witness to the
prosperity and high culture of Warsaw's
Jewish community before the Nazis
strutted in during that fateful September
of 1939. So why, on the Jewish tourist
trail around central Europe, is Warsaw
the ignored city? It is as awesome as
Cracow and as poignant as Prague.

#
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amid Olympic chaos and confusion, has
one lasting and hugely positive
achievement to its credit. He has lost the
Jewish vote. And no honeyed words in
that nasal voice with that forked tongue
will retrieve even one of them. That is
why the frantic and so far fruitless search
by Tories and Liberal Democrats for a
credible opponent in the election battle
which will stan next year is of little
interest.LikemostLondonJews,Iwould
vote for any cat, dog, horse or camel so
long as he, she or it bears no resemblance

DziziM:::=;:C:;;En,fT.%yi:
suburbs, has made himself into a world
star. Except that Sacha Baron Cohen is
anything but nice. Daring to the point of
being outrageous, furmy beyond wit to
the acerbic, most certainly. But not nice.
Because his new film about Kazakhstan
- as Cohen imagines it in Hollywood
rather than as 15 million people
experience it in Astana and its
surounding one million square miles as behind all his work lies a cold
contempt for people. That is why I have
not been queuing to see his new film
Borz7f. Any moming, noon or night, I'd
rather see James Bond.

#
who has made the deepest impact

TRE VISITOR
FROM JERUSALEM
around Westminster
in recent
weeks is Benyamin Netanyahu, the
opposition leader. He remains the most
articulate and persuasive advocate of
Israel's cause. And he has every ounce
of the charisma that Ehnd Olmert, the
present prime minister, lacks. That is

what made bin such a highly effective
official spokesman a decade or more
ago. But when he attained high office as
prime minister, he added to those
superlatives by also becoming the most
devious,wilfulandunyieldingoflsrael's
leaders. And that is why the praise
currently showered on him in the
Westminister lobbies must chill any
Jewish spine.

#
was the first member of her

DAhfflillustrious
MRIAMfamily
ROTHSCHHjD
to have forged
a world reputation as a scientist. She
became the undisputed global expert on
fleas and butterflies. She also became
one of the longest lived members of her
clan. She died in January at the age of
97. Now her will has been published. It
recordsthatsheleft"£691,447gross,net
value nil." So did Dame Miriam with her
last breath score another first, as the first
Rothschild to die penniless? I
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF i.a ffae regz.o7cc!/
rabbi i:I North East Germc[ny. He has previously
served congregations in Wimbledon, Brighton,
Reading, Milton Keynes and Newcastle upon
Tyne. He trained at Leo Baeck College, and
started in the rabbinate as an assistant to the late
Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the West London Synagogue.

THE STERNBERG CENTRE FOR JUDAISM
AN OPEN DOOR TO JEWISH LIFE
The Sternberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80 East End F}oad, Finchley, at the heart of London's Jewish
community, is the largest Jewish religious, educational and cultural centre in Europe.
It is the home of The Movement for Fteform Judaism, the Leo Baeck College, Akiva School and the New
North London Masorti Synagogue. The Centre provides many programmes and amenities, including a library,
bookshop, The Strudel Cafe, biblical garden and extensive grounds.

The Sternberg Centre is an open door 1:o Jewish life and extends to you the warmest of welcomes.
JEWISH MUSEUM EXHIB[T]ON

The Jews of South Africa:
The English Connection
14th November 2006 -29th March 2007
This small exhibition examines the many and varied
links between the Jewish communities of England and
South Africa, and was produced by the Mendel Kaplan
Jewish Institute, Cape Town University, to celebrate
the 350th anniversary of the readmission of the Jews
to England.
Beginning with the migration of the first English Jewish
settlers to South Africa in the 1820s, the exhibition
explores the influence that the English colonial power
had on the development of the South African Jewish
community. It looks at some of the South African Jews
who have had an impact on Anglo-Jewry and on
English society in general. Telephone 020 83491143

JEWISH MUSEUM - FAMILY HISTORY WORKSHOP
Research your family roots.
Sundays 3rd December 200611th February 2007
Jewish Genealogy Workshops 4pm-6pm
These workshops offer a fantastic opportunity to
consult standard texts, swap information and get
advice from experts. Telephone 020 83491143
NEW NORTH LONDON SYNAGOGUE
Lights: An Inter-Faith Journey
Wednesday 20th December 2006
Christianity: 8pm. We meet at Finchley Methodist
Church where Reverend David Read will speak and
we shall light three advent candles.
Judaism: 8.40pm. We arrive at New North London

Synagogue at the Sternberg Centre where Rabbi

THE SHIUR -AUTUMN SEMESTER 2006
Leo Baeck College - Centre for Jewish Education
Tuesdays 11.15am -12.45pm
Themes from the book of Genesis
Spring Semester starts 16th January 2007
Themes from Genesis and Exodus
Study the Torah with the finest teachers and students.
Telephone 020 8349 5604
REFORM MOVEMENT FOR JUDAISM
l'm Jewish My Partner lsn't
Mixed Faith Seminar.
Sunday 14th January 2007 at 2.30pm
A seminar for couples in mixed faith relationships to
discuss the issues that arise.
For details phone 01268 671058
Email:rabbi@maidenheadsynagogue.org.uk
THE MOVEMENT FOR REFORM JUDAISM
Israel Trip - Hugging and Wrestling:
A People, a Land and their Texts
With Jeremy Leigh and Julian Resnick
May 17th-28th 2007
Highlights: A Shavuot Experience

Services in Jerusalem synagogues
Shabbat in Jerusalem including the Israel Museum, a
beautiful Havdalah setting.

Ein Gedi, the Dead Sea Spa, the David Waterfall
and the Botanical Gardens, the Galilee, including the
upper Galilee, Tzfat and the Leo Baeck Education
Centre. Jerusalem sites includes the new Yad
Vashem Museum.
Tel Aviv sites: focusing on modern Israel culture.

Jonathan Wittenberg will speak and we shall light the
Chanukkah candles.

Shabbat Options: visits to Reform Communities or
time for family and friends.

Islam: 9.20pm. AI a Muslim home - Shama Husain
formerly a teacher, creator of Bridges of Faith, will
welcome and speak about Lights in Islam. Our journey
will be accompanied not only by words, but by

Social Action in Israel: Visits to a number of cutting
edge Social Action projects.

(vegetarian) food and drink. Telephone NNLS

020 8346 8560
Email offlce@nnls-masorti.org.uk

For more information and/or itinerary, booking form

please contact Annie Simmons. Telephone 020 8349
5646. annie.simmons@reformjudaism.org.uk
Lunchtime Recital -Thursday 1.15pm-2pm
Dates to be announced. 0208 349 5724

